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New Warriors
FROM THE GROUND UP 



“Answer the question,” the man said as he stared at Richard Rider so intently that Rich felt like the mystery man was trying to 

melt him with the power of his mind. Normally, Rich wouldn't think twice of a man demanding answers from him. It happened all 
the time. His umpteen, square-jawed, dual-brain-celled bosses did it all the time. It's just that this man in particular happened to 
be dressed in red-and-black full-body armour and was holding him almost one hundred feet above Lexington Avenue over a 
rooftop ledge with what looked like the biggest blade he'd ever seen jutting from his right wrist. That sobered him pretty quickly.

Night Thrasher- Mysterious weapon against crime!  Namorita-Atlantean/Human hybrid!
Marvel Boy- Telekinetic fury!  Nova- The Human Rocket!  Firestar-Mutant master of microwaves!  Speedball- Bouncing bundle of energy!

Together again for the last time!

Rich didn't dare look down. Holy crow, was the only thing that sprang into his mind, and that played over and over in his 
head as his heart pulverized his ribs in a frightened, fevered beating that threatened to tear from his chest and shoot out of his 
mouth. Sweat trickled down his forehead and his palms were nothing more than oily paws. He flailed, trying best to get back over 
the rooftop, and in his adrenaline-rushed fear, he thought he could but he couldn't. He was pushing against air and couldn't get 
hold of anything, anything at all! Come on! You're gonna die, man! This guy's a psycho an' he's gonna drop you!

“Are you or aren't you Richard Rider?” the man asked, and Rich stopped flailing.
What should he say, yes or no? If this suited man was lookin' for him specifically, then there had to be a reason he wanted 

Rich around. But maybe he was lookin' for him to off him; then maybe he should tell him 'no'. But then, he always heard that 
honesty was the best policy. Or something like that. What was he gonna say, what, what—

Screw it. “Yeah,” he choked, then repeated, “Yeah.”
“Thanks,” the man replied, and suddenly a wind was whipping through Rich so fast that it almost seemed unnatural, and 

someone off in the distance was screaming and then—
Crap. That was his own scream, and that wind wasn't wind. He was falling! The ground was rushing to meet him! Holy—
“Oh, man, oh, man, oh, man, ohmanohmanohman.” Something charged up inside him, something deep! He was about 

to hit the ground—it coursed through him—dropped from umpteen stories in the air—you gotta go but hold it in; don't wan' an 
embarrassing mishap; you're the king—and oh, man, he was gonna die and he wasn't even legally allowed to drink and here it 
comes—

He could smell the pavement and he could swear it was tickling the short, unkempt whiskers on his face and then the 
ground disappeared and he saw red and he curved upward as if picked up by some torrential current that disturbed some strewn 
advertisements on the ground. “Oh, man! Oh, man!” He'd never experienced relief like this, literally less than inches from hitting 
the pavement and becoming the grossest display of crash-testing ever seen and then saved by—it couldn't be, but it was—his own 
subdued powers, the Nova force!

“I can fly again!” he said as he realized what had happened. The man on the rooftop knew who he was, and had reason to 
drop him! “You knew I used t' be Nova?” he asked with sudden surprise, a slight grin sprouting over his face. The man stood with his 
arms crossed, obviously smug and self-satisfied with what he'd done. “But how'd you know I still had my powers in me?”

Then it came, the mystery man's response. “I didn't.”
“You what?” A hot, furious anger exploded into him, sending a rush of malice spiking his veins like a shot of speed. “You 

coulda killed me!” He rushed at the intruder with a sweaty fist pointed, his knuckles white and solid with angered vengeance, the 
only thing crowding his mind.

“Maybe.” He grabbed Rich by the arm and flipped him over, and Rich was sent butt-first into the roof's gravel-covered 
top. “But I didn't. I only gave you back the one thing you wanted more than anything else in the world.” Rich quickly recovered and 
looked up with heated disdain into his would-be killer's cold, uncaring stare. “Now I want something from you.”

Nighttime in Queens, New York

Morning in Manhattan 

Even for the most jaded of New Yorkers, the sights which were usually seen in front of Avengers Mansion could boggle the mind. 
Maybe this one only registered halfway on the 'boggle scale'.

He called himself Marvel Boy, and the goofy costume he used to hide his identity would tell everyone where he'd soon be. 
Some spectators gathered around the front of Avengers Mansion compound's wall: a hotdog vendor and his customer, a suited 
man, two kids leaning against the wall itself, and a couple of other passersby, one of which asked, “Funky tights. Who're you?”

“You can call me Marvel Boy!” he responded, noticing that the lack of attention must be because he was about to make his 
momentous debut into the Avengers during business hours.

“Anythin' you say,” the passerby asked as Marvel Boy levitated overhead, encased in a bubbly blue aura that protected 
him from even the sunlight's heat. “You an Avenger or somethin'?”

“Not yet, friend, but give me half an hour,” he responded. Better not let myself get too cocky, he thought to himself as he 
crossed over the wall. But why not? He'd practiced, mimicking Captain America's moves that he'd seen on television, checking out 
local newspapers to see his maneuvers caught on camera, even having a buddy of his who knew superhero combat teach him a 
couple of things about evading death rays and other fantastic weapons. He was finally ready to fight alongside Captain America 
himself! His heart pounded faster with anticipation and his mouth salivated at the thought of his upcoming superhero career. To 
move out of the house into Avengers Mansion would be a dream, and not only to get away from his father's chiding and prejudiced 



remarks, as well as his—No. He couldn't think about that right now. This would be a happy time.
The immediate and overpowering whir of machinery hit his eardrums, and small, square panels on the ground flipped 

open, allowing metallic claws to release, claws that made it look like Avengers technology was routinely stolen from Doctor 
Octopus.

Security systems? “All right!” Marvel Boy proclaimed. What better way to show off his amazing mettle than in combat 
with the Avengers own security systems? One cold, metallic tendril wrapped around his forearm while another wrapped around 
his leg. He blasted one that was coming in from the front with a telekinetic shot. “Once the Avengers see my telekinetic powers in 
action, they'll beg me to join them!”

*   *   *
“Okay. Let me go.” It was a whole twenty seconds later. Marvel Boy was sitting on the Avengers front walkway. It would have felt 
even better than this if not for the fact that the metallic tendrils that looked like such pushovers moments ago had now wrapped 
themselves around him in an unyielding grip. He couldn't even push them away. And now some sort of camera attached to a long 
support arm that protruded from some hidden access in the ground stared at him as if taunting. He wondered what the hotdog 
vendor thought.

Something made a loud whining sound, probably the stupid camera. “Retinal scan identification acknowledged. Subject: 
Vance Astro. Group affiliation: Guardians of the Galaxy. Cross reference file number 112A-D.”

A door opened. “Disengage security code three,” a familiar, proud, authoritative voice commanded from the Avengers 
front porch. The mechanical arm retreated into the ground, as did the metallic tendrils, the grace and gentleness with which they 
moved away belying their strength and mercilessness. “A little too young to be a thousand years old, aren't you, son?”

Captain America! Captain America himself stood on the porch, looking out at him with a smile that could warm frozen 
icebergs! It was Captain America himself! “Captain America?” he blurted, hoping not to sound too much like a sniveling fanboy. 
Dignity in check. Dignity in check.

“And I'm to take it you're Vance Astro?” he responded, one hand placed along the closed of the two doors that made up 
the majestic double-door entrance. Even in such a simple pose, his monolithic shield tied at the ready on his back, Marvel Boy 
couldn't help but almost cry in disbelief. This was such an honour.

“Astrovik,” he corrected. Oh, crap. I corrected the Captain America. “I guess I'm the guy the man you know is going to grow 
up to be.” He sighed. Already, he'd lost his dignity in his wild-eyed, childish hero worship. Stop rambling, you idolizing moron. This is 
Captain America. Use a little respect. “Uhm,” he said as he stood. Captain America stepped down the triple-stair porch and 
approached him. Their hands shook. “You follow all of that?”

He laughed. Captain America laughed! And his handshake was such a solid, authoritative one! “Yes, son, I do,” he replied. 
“Ben Grimm filled us in on your current status some time ago. We like to keep our files as complete as possible.”

“Hey, the Thing told you about me? Ben's my friend.”
Captain America patted him on the shoulder as they released hands. “Then that makes you my friend, too, Vance. What 

can I do for you?”
Suddenly, he felt embarrassed. His face turned red; he could feel the heat flow upward through his cheeks. “I'm here to 

join the Avengers!” he tried to say with such calm confidence. He must have looked like an imbecile.
“I see,” Captain America said, his voice trailing off. Marvel Boy could sense the coming disappointment. His heart sank 

right down into his liver, and he could almost feel himself grinding it into the dust with his heel. “Well, you're a little too young still, 
and we don't have the training facilities needed to teach you. Why don't you try again in a few years, Vance?” Captain America 
tried to let him down easily; that, he could see. But it didn't work. No matter what, it would be such a disappointment to have to 
wait years to fight alongside the likes of Captain America.

“Yes, sir,” he breathed, not bearing to even look at Captain America in the eye. He was such an assuming idiot.
“Okay?”
“Sure.” Disappointed, he walked off, suddenly feeling very silly in his costume, especially with his flowing cape dragging 

along behind him.
*   *   *

What an idiot I was! Walking in there like I owned the place! Marvel Boy chided himself as he levitated through the light breeze that 
met him. His familiar blue aura wrapped around him, he floated off toward midtown Manhattan, intending to go in no particular 
direction but away from Avengers Mansion. Now what? I can't be an Avenger unless I get the experience and I won't get the 
experience unless I become an Avenger. I'll just blame it all on Joseph Heller.

“Marvel Boy!” A voice called, and he looked down grimly at a rooftop below him. What now? Two men stood on the 
rooftop. One was clad in red and black armour, standing a little more relaxed than the one next to him that seemed to be puffing 
his chest with his fists at his hips, wearing red and yellow tights, boots that looked to be straight out of a gladiator movie. The star 
awkwardly adorning his helmet looked familiar. Something from a picture that the Thing had showed him some time ago, but 
who was the other?

“Who—”
He was interrupted by the black-and-red man's gruff and disguised voice. “The name's Night Thrasher. This is Nova. You 

want to join a group, do you?”



A quiet neighbourhood had been turned upside-down by a modern-day nightmare: ground soil contamination. Three children 
had developed cancer over the past year, another five, leukemia. The school playground had been closed down and the experts 
had finally been called in. The New York Department of Environmental Protection had hired Genetech, a new company whose 
specialty was superhuman genetic research. And a class from Empire State University's department of environmental science 
had come for a field assignment. Or at least those that were interested enough to come on a nice Saturday morning.

One young man sat in a tree, wedged between two branches that met just below his position. He watched the ground soil 
contamination crew set up barriers, study equipment, seismographs, and other complex and unintelligible pieces of  machinery. 
Trucks with large GT logos emblazoned on their sides were poised, waiting around as Genetech heavies and scientists alike 
unloaded equipment.

“Is all this commotion necessary, Ms. Truesdale?” one student asked, huddled around one area of the contamination 
boundary, a classmate to her right leaning over the wooden barrier set in place to deter any unwanted visitors. She was blond, her 
long, thick hair sprouting from a high point in the back of her head and flowing down to her waistline. She wore a green trench 
coat that wrapped around an orange-brown dress cut off a few inches below her collarbone. Underneath, she wore a green 
bathing suit complete with thick, golden bracelets, an odd addition to her normal wear except that she was Namorita Prentiss, a 
native Atlantean. “I mean, doesn't it have a negative effect on the community?”

“Good question, Nita,” Linda Truesdale said. “Let's go straight to the source for the answer.” She turned around, and with 
her Namorita and the rest of the students looked over her shoulder and across the wooden barrier to a thin man in a grey business 
suit and black tie covering a plain white, button-up shirt. He wore thin, round glasses that sat firmly on his nose. He was obviously 
part of the business end of Genetech.

“Set it up in Sector C,” they could hear him say as he jotted down one final note in a two-ring clipboard.
 “No prob, Walt,” a man in a typical green Genetech security uniform replied, and took the clipboard from him. Rosen had 

called him Roger earlier, and he strolled off, setting up whatever it was he was supposed to, but Namorita could clearly see, in 
large, scrawled letters across the top, 'AILAC'? 'AILIC?' Whatever it was, it was being set up in Sector C.

“Mr. Rosen,” Linda Truesdale said. “My students want to know how all of this affects the surrounding community.”
Rosen, the one with the thin, round glasses in the business suit, turned to them, and said, “Well, Linda, there are no easy 

answers.”
“How about giving us some hard ones, then?” Namorita asked, her V-shaped eyebrows crooking as she spoke.
“Ahem,” Rosen sounded as he cleared his throat. “And you are...?”
“Nita Prentiss,” Namorita replied, then to clarify, “Namorita Prentiss.”
“The Sub-Mariner's cousin?” A look of recognition spread over Rosen's face and a slight smile shaped his lips. 

“Fascinating,” he whispered, then spoke, “Well, Miss Prentiss, at this particular site, we're still trying to come up with the 
questions! The answers always seem to take care of themselves.”

“You live here?” Marvel Boy gasped. “By yourself?”
“No, Marvel Boy. I have two legal guardians.” Night Thrasher entered what looked like a grand computer station, a 

monolithic bank of terminals, monitors, and lighted buttons flashing around him in a busied rush to do whatever it was they were 
doing. Computers had a habit of flashing most when they were idle, however, but Marvel Boy could see a little glimmer of 
performance amidst the onrush of babbling lights.

“You rich or somethin'?” Nova sputtered in his usual, standoffish manner.
“Or something,” came Night Thrasher's calm reply, contradicting what Marvel Boy had seen of their armoured stranger 

so far over the course of the few hours since he'd been picked up. Apparently Nova had been with him since before the sun rose, 
around three o'clock, so knew a little more than he did, but not much.

Night Thrasher seated himself at a terminal and began typing away, his two index fingers doing most of the work while his 
thumbs did the rest on the poorly treated spacebar.

“Do your guardians know about all of this equipment?” asked Marvel Boy, leaning against a chair he thought would cost a 
fortune to anyone else. “Do they know about your crimefighting?”

“They encourage it. They have taught me all I know and given me all I need to wage my war.” He continued typing as 
Marvel Boy watched some output spill onto a nearby monitor. It looked like it had nothing to do with Night Thrasher's typing, as 
the sounds of him smashing the enter key didn't match with the data's erratic scrolling.

“Now why don't you tell us exactly what you know,” Nova began in a demanding tone, “starting with: how did you find out 
about my identity?” He clutched a fist as he leaned closer.

“The same way he finds out about anything, boy—through hard work.” A voice from behind them! Nova and Marvel Boy 
whirled around to see a muscular, bald black man with a bushy beard enter. He wore a navy blue, long-sleeved T-shirt hidden 
underneath a brown fisherman's jacket with a belted pair of grey pants. He must have been the one who spoke, because the only 
person accompanying him was a short, eightyish-year-old Asian woman with chopsticks stabbing the bun in her hair like a huge, 
ivory X.

Midtown Manhattan 

Afternoon in Queens 



“Yes, Chord,” she spoke with a frail voice, her Asian accent laid on thick like dripping butter. “Without organization, 
information, and determination, life becomes a series of uncertain steps towards an unknown goal.”

“Wonderful,” Nova spoke as they passed him and Marvel Boy. “Did Rosey Grier over here take Confucius to get fortune 
cookies or does she always talk like that?”

The black man—the one called Chord—passed by Nova and looked at him. “Relax your lips, son. Respect Tai's wisdom.”
“Excuse me, ma'am,” Marvel Boy said, finally mustering the courage to talk again in this new and strange environment. 

“Exactly what goal is Night Thrasher walking towards?” He could see out of the corner of his eye Night Thrasher standing from his 
chair, being replaced by Chord, who set to work typing with all his fingers in place.

“My parents were murdered when I was a boy,” Night Thrasher replied, flipping up the faceplate on his mask to reveal his 
face, a young black man with a scar lining his right cheek in a jagged line. “I'm going to make all criminals pay for what they do. But 
I need help to do it. That's where you guys—and, hopefully, one other—come in. Chord?”

“Accessing,” Chord replied as Tai took a position behind Marvel Boy.
“This is the best system I've ever seen!” Marvel Boy said as he finally began paying attention to the computer's 

performance, Chord typing up a jargoned line of keywords and commands so fast that the caped, young man couldn't even read 
them, let alone interpret them. “Does this have more capacity than a Cray?”

“Not quite,” answered Chord. “But it's got more gigabytes than a Macintosh! Hey, Dwayne, I like this kid better than the 
one with the bucket on his head.” Information stopped splaying the screen, and Chord's attitude changed, calmed. He was more 
business than social now, quieter. “I'm in.”

Marvel Boy read the screen, a familiar name printing across it in large black letters: 'Massachusetts Academy'. It sprawled 
out across the green background. “That's the ritzy place near Boston! I couldn't get accepted there. I couldn't afford the tuition, 
anyway.”

Night Thrasher approached Chord from behind and said, “Two-four-four-Mary-Victor,” he spoke, presumably a password 
that he legally or illegally acquired.

“You sure about this?” Chord asked, his voice unwavering as the green glow bathed him and Night Thrasher. “We trip any 
alarms….” That clinched it. The verdict was in: illegally acquired.

More words came across the screen when Chord finished typing in the code. “Hellfire Club?” Marvel Boy exclaimed. 
“'Access only'?” he whispered, then spoke, “Whoa, here. This is nasty territory. How did you get their backdoor?”

“Money talks,” Chord replied as his fingers furiously did a dance on the keyboard. An address, including a name and some 
word Marvel Boy couldn't understand—'Firestar'?—appeared on the screen. “And start thinking in terms of 'we'—”

“That's how you found out about me!” Nova exclaimed as he lunged forward to grab Night Thrasher by his armoured 
shoulder. Marvel Boy turned in slight shock as Night Thrasher looked over back and to his right. “You hacked into the Fantastic 
Four's systems!”

“I can't get into the FF's systems,” Night Thrasher explained. “They're too advanced.” He turned around to face Nova, his 
hands down and his body unguarded, as if he knew Nova wouldn't do anything. Chord swiveled around in his chair, an arm 
propped up against the keyboard, unworried that the depressed keys would activate anything on the other side of the computer's 
connection.

“Then how?” Nova pointed at Night Thrasher, his left index finger almost going up Night Thrasher's nostril. “After I 
returned to Earth, I went to Reed Richards, hoping he could restore my powers.”

“Exactly. He did a complete analysis of you and found out that your powers had been buried so deep within you that only a 
thirty-five percent chance of their resurgence existed. Then he provided SHIELD with the data—”

“And when SHIELD collapsed, you tapped into their systems and got Professor Richards' report, right?” Marvel Boy 
surmised by finishing Night Thrasher's sentence. “How long have you been at this? Did you find out about me the same way?”

Night Thrasher turned to face him, the scar on his cheek rippling his otherwise unblemished skin. “Did you see that 
hotdog vendor outside of Avengers Mansion? He gets five hundred a month to tell who goes in and out. Today, he called me about 
you.” Night Thrasher approached one console and calmly took a portable phone receiver from its cradle.

“Smooth. And this Firestar person?” Marvel Boy looked into Night Thrasher's eyes, seeing the intent, as if a man's dream 
was about to be realized.

“The final piece of the puzzle.”

The phone rang just as Angelica Jones—Angel for short—had opened her math textbook. She lay on the soft bed in her bedroom. 

Adorned with posters of the latest movie and pop stars and Calvin Klein ads, the walls were a perfect white. Shelves holding small, 
plastic vials littered the area. Her bed lay in the middle of the room, and as she rolled over to grab at the phone sitting near her, 
she noticed her small, orange cat bathing itself to smooth its fur. “Pumpkin, I know you're happy I'm home, but if you get any hair 
on my sweater…. Off the bed.” The cat leapt the two feet from her bed onto the floor as she cut off the phone's insistent rings by 
answering it.

“Hello?”
A quick, rehearsed voice answered. “Angelica Jones? We know who you are. We know what you can do. So will the world if 

West Morris, New Jersey 



you don't come to the penthouse of the Ambrose Building on 57th and Lexington.” She was shocked. What was this person talking 
about? It couldn't be her powers of microwave manipulation. She told almost nobody about them, not even her own father! 
“Thirty minutes!”

“H-hello?” Angel stammered. She didn't even understand what was going on! Was it really her powers? What else could it 
be? “Who—who is this?” she tried, her voice shaking, her body so still with numbing fear that the open-mouthed expression was 
almost chiseled into her face. What did they know? They had to know nothing. How could they know something? She dropped the 
phone from weakened fingers. It couldn't be her powers. It simply couldn't be. No way. How would they know? The receiver 
clattered noiselessly onto the pillow under her head. But they must have found out. It couldn't have been anything. Was it or 
wasn't it? Why couldn't the speaker have been more precise? A click. The connection was cut.  What was this all about? What?

“No. No! NO!” A bright cascade of microwaves lit the day sky, a fireworks display that no one else saw, shooting out of her 
father's brownstone house's bedroom window. 

Robbie Baldwin watched Amtrak train #351 glide into the station. The air was a little misty in the Amtrak station as he stepped 
forward, and loose papers and strewn garbage swirled as the train breezed in. The screeching brakes locked onto the wheels and 
caused his eardrums to press against his temples as if afraid and trying to retreat. 

“I don't want to go. I don't want to go. I don't want to go. I don't want to go.” He dreaded the afternoon, spending a 
Saturday—a Saturday!—watching his mom do her 'thang' at one of those stupid art galleries. It made him want to vomit. 
Repeatedly. He hated these things, and every month or so, his mother dragged him out of the house to one of them. This time it 
was something as 'momentous' as an opening. Big whoop. Oh well. It was better than watching his parents fight, anyway. He had 
to give it that much, but not much else.

“Oh, calm down and get on the train!” his mother, Madelyne, said to stop his chanting.
“Mom, I don't want to go to another art gallery opening! I mean, just shoot me in the head now, you know?”
He scowled as he stepped weakly toward the embarking door, his mother calling to him as she slipped inside, “Don't be so 

melodramatic, Robbie. Besides, when we're in New York, maybe we'll look for that new TV you've been whining about.” Oh well, 
at least their broken television set wouldn't remain a nice dust collector in the house then.

“You gotta be kiddin' me,” big Don said behind Namorita, his thick Bronx accent hidden behind childlike awe. They were all 
staring at the machine, the beast—the battle mobile—that shredded the dirt and groundsoil in front of them.

“Hey, Don, I think I saw that on an episode of Alien Nation,” Trish said, adding to Don's open-mouthed astonishment.
“That is Genetech's newest little toy,” Rosen replied, his glasses almost thick with the smog of the feeling of self-

satisfaction that pasted itself on his face. “It's an AILEAC unit. An Ambient Ionic Energy Locator and Collator. But we 
affectionately refer to it as 'Tufftrough'!”

The monolithic beast looked something like a cross between a space car from the Jetsons and a bug. No, more like a bug. 
It was almost a tank, its triangular treads roving it around much faster than a normal tank would move. It had long, sharp arms 
digging into the trough in five or seven different places, mixing it up with their spidery points. It picked mulched soil up and spat it 
into a glass dome that sat on its back like the last segment of an ant except stretched out into an oval, flat-ended cylinder.

“Exactly what does it do?” Don asked.
The machine made a turn. Maybe it sensed contaminated soil in another direction or maybe it was mowing the entire 

ground. Maybe its path was random. Who knew? But it continued along as happy to chew on the dirty ground as it was the minute 
it hungrily started.

Rosen answered Don's question by turning to him with a smug smile. “It will pinpoint any and all forms of radioactive 
contamination in the soil, isolating only the tainted terra firma, containing it in the spectro-analytical casing, and running it 
through a series of multi-band electromagnetic resonating transmissions.”

Whatever you say, egghead, Namorita thought to herself. But something peculiar was happening in the glass-top sector-
anawhatever. Something was… melting through the casing? A small fire must have been started inside it, because there were 
sparks flaring, like putting aluminum in the microwave, and the smell seemed to match, the unmistakable odour of cooked metal.

“Simple enough, right?” Rosen said, still turned to Don.
“Maybe not, Walt,” Roger, his green-clad assistant, had said. Apparently, Sector C had a problem, and Namorita was 

already wary of it. He turned, frightened almost, at whatever could be happening.
“Our readings are really strange here. Something is happening inside the analysis casing.”
Namorita could already see something, as if a charred man were being recollected inside the glass casing. The charred 

man was breathing hard, huffs emanating from his reforming lungs. It screamed! A skull formed, opening a wide maw to let the 
scream escape from the burned, red-and-black skull. Orange eyes rife with energy opened fully. Something was definitely 
burning now, and Namorita could see the casing and some of the metal around it melting. A fire!

One student stepped forward. “What the—”
“Everybody get back! Quickly!” Namorita shoved two students back as the AILEAC unit erupted! Shards of twisted, 

melted metal shot in random directions, and the man, at least seven feet tall now, was completely formed, screaming violently 

Back in Queens

Meanwhile in Springdale, New York



and demonically.
“I am alive!” the thing screamed. It was like a golem, some Egyptian monolith man or something. His arms outstretched, 

grasping at errant flames from the exploding wreckage of the AILEAC unit, he exclaimed with such blissful, perverse joy, “Terrax 
has returned!”

Namorita removed her green overcoat, saying, “Hey, Don, I think we might have to cancel our date tonight.”

Night Thrasher, Nova, and Marvel Boy sat on the roof of the Ambrose Building. Trees swayed in the wind while Nova selected a 
position, leaning against the guardrail, thinking to himself that he hadn't gotten enough sleep if he was up here in the first place. 
Night Thrasher sat comfortably on one of the corner pillars, one foot poised on the guardrail and the other resting on the ground 
with his faceplate flipped up. Marvel Boy simply leaned against the guardrail with both hands holding him up, his cape ruffling in 
the breeze that lapped against his face.

“You sure this Firestar is going to appreciate your tactics, Thrasher?” Marvel Boy asked.
“He don't care, Marvel Boy,” came Nova's response, even though Marvel Boy certainly wouldn't remember ever asking 

his opinion. “If you ain't noticed yet, Night Thrasher has a real interesting way of making new friends.”
“I'm not trying to make new friends, Nova, I'm trying to—”
“I know, I know, 'Wage a war on crime', blah, blah, blah,” Nova said as he shifted weight from one foot to the other. “I'm 

not so sure I wanna be on your team, but I'm gonna watch you like a hawk 'til I figure you out, buddy!” 
Something sizzled, comin' over from off in the distance. It made Nova give pause, and he could feel the tiny hairs on his 

back stand up. “Listen, do you hear—”
Something shot at the pillar where Night Thrasher sat! It was hot and orange, crackling, and as Night Thrasher got out of 

the way, Nova could see that he was glad he saw the blaze in time. It melted a hole right through the granite pillar. Melting rock 
turned into flaming slag as it splattered out the other side! “Who are you?” came the blaze's voice.

Not the blaze's voice, however, but the voice of a young woman no older than eighteen flying into view, flowing red hair 
and a vinyl mask shaped like an eight-pointed star to match. She wore yellow spandex from head to toe, the neck openin' in a low-
cut V with red gloves and boots with orange border in the shape of flames. 

“How did you find out about me?” she demanded, rage in her making her eyes seem just as red as her hair. She looked 
straight out of a seventies Saturday morning cartoon.

“That's Firestar?” Nova and Marvel Boy chorused with wide eyes.
“Calm down,” Night Thrasher responded, keeping his cool demeanour in check.
“It was his idea!” Nova and Marvel Boy chorused again as they pointed swiftly at Night Thrasher, who crossed his arms, 

trying to look official-like as he spoke.
“We want you to join our group.” Firestar flew in closer, meeting him eye-to-eye, wearing a look that could probably melt 

him faster than any microwave bolt. She set down on the rooftop. “It seemed like the quickest way to get you here.” Night 
Thrasher smiled.

“You could have tried asking!” Firestar responded.
The building shook! In fact, Nova looked down and could see the entire area shake, and one window even broke. A 

disturbed dog began barking, probably as a result of a sensitive car alarm that sounded with a wailing, high-pitched, siren-like call.
“Was that you?” Marvel Boy asked, turning to Firestar.
“N-no!” she responded.
The shaking dissipated, and Night Thrasher said, “The chances of an earth-tremor in this area... nearly impossible!” He 

turned to them, intent in his voice matching the look on his face. “Come on!” he urged and, without waiting, ran into the 
penthouse, right into the computer terminal bank.

A few keystrokes later, and he explained, “Just like I thought: the police band has posted a priority-code six-six-six.”
“What's that?” Nova replied, stepping closely behind him.
“It's a superhuman activity alert,” Marvel Boy responded from behind him. “There's trouble that they can't handle.”
“The bulletin says it's happening in Queens,” Night Thrasher explained as Nova could see the bulletin's information shoot 

onto the computer screen. Priority codes and call signals he couldn't understand littered the rest of the words, but he assumed 
Night Thrasher could easily decode them.

Night Thrasher turned to them, watching Firestar enter hesitantly and uneasily as he flipped down his faceplate. His 
regular voice was replaced by the muffled, computerized voice his mask produced. “It'll take too long to get the chopper going—”

“You have a helicopter?” Marvel Boy asked in awe.
“—Marvel Boy can't fly fast or far enough on his own. Nova, you carry him.” He turned to Firestar. “Firestar, we apologize 

for our methods, but he need your help.”
“Our methods?” Nova said quietly.
“Can you carry me all the way to Queens?” Night Thrasher asked.
“Gee, I'm not really sure,” Firestar responded, a sly smile creeping across her lips. “I guess we'll find out... somewhere over 

the East River.” 
The smile grew.

Meanwhile, back at the Ambrose Building



Terrax rose in a tower of jagged rubble and pieces of debris, scattered rock and hardened, packed dirt falling from it as the pillar 
grew and grew, him standing on its apex. 

“Who are you, Earth-pig, to confront me alone?” he spoke, his voice seeping with content and demonic anger. He rose his 
hand, the pillar lifting him higher, as if it were controlled by the beckoning of his body. “Are you a suicidal fleshling? Is protecting 
this mudball planet so important to you?”

Namorita flew in the air, arcing with the tidal wave of stony wreckage in front of her. I'm beginning to wonder myself, she 
thought, then spoke, “Why don't you try and catch me, Terry-Baby? Then we'll trade gripes about Mother Earth together!”

 Upturned cars were crushed as the wave of debris rolled over them, tearing up more pavement and curb, and some lawn, 
as well. They were retreating from the contaminated groundsoil, the school playground, and moving toward the crowded street, 
pavement, people who were too dumbfounded to move out of the way! She had to stand her ground, but how could she face off 
against rock? 

She looked into him, into his grey, lifeless eyes, and something in her mind made a connection. She looked back at what 
they were approaching. I think I remember this geek. He fought the Fantastic Four. The way he controls the land makes me feel like a 
fish out of water. I wanna get him away from the crowds, but now we're heading towards too many houses. Gonna have to get this 
over with--

“Now!” Namorita screamed, flying toward Terrax with both fists forward.
“Now... I crush you, flitting insect!” 
Terrax pointed forward and Namorita's eyes grew. She watched as tons and tons of pavement, stone, and rock flung itself 

right at her like a craggy fist! She felt it dig into her, bruising and scraping her skin but not cutting through its leathery thickness. 
She was enveloped and fell backward into a ruined car, destroying its roof, shattering the glass of its windows. One tire popped off 
and bounced out of the way when she landed. At least she landed on something smooth; she had to give it that.

“Ouch, ouch, ouch,” she said as she rose out of the rock, looking forward to see Terrax atop his tower of rock, unmoving. 
Where's my cousin when I need him? Or the Avengers? Or Wolfpack, even?

“My victory over you will not be complete, Earth-pup, until I am complete!” What was he doing? He struck the pillar of 
rock, embedding his fist within it. He moved it around—

Something sparked! Rock? His fist? It was glowing now! “Upon plunging my fist into this maelstrom of metal—” Here it 
comes. And there's metal in there, too? “—I will trigger my cosmic powers and...recreate my axe of vengeance!” 

His fist tore out of the enveloping rock  and he held it up in the air triumphantly, but it had reemerged with something. It 
glowed and... it simmered down. What was it? Oh, crap. An axe. It had a short handle, but a huge, double-ended blade, one end of 
slicing, the other a fine point for stabbing. 

“All the better with which to sever our relationship!” Terrax's smooth, chiseled jaw opened in a wide grin.
“Back away from her!” Someone else talked and it wasn't Terrax! Namorita looked around. A concerned citizen? No, the 

voice was too gruff, too computerized and disguised, too collected.
“Who—”
“—are these brave new warriors who have burst onto the scene?” a news reporter said, emitting from a television set as 

Robbie Baldwin leaned closer and turned it up.
“Way cool!” he said, his face fading into a television-reflection colour matching the vibrant happenings on the screen, a 

computer-generated Channel 7 logo sitting and unmoving in the bottom-left corner in red-and-black lettering. There were five of 
the superheroes—four? no, five—and they were actually attacking the creature! One of them fired a blue, spiky bubble at it while 
the others got into position. The one that had been downed by the rock attack rose to her feet again, almost as if unscathed and 
unfettered. “Guys like that'll get the babes every time!”

The news reporter continued, “Though these superpowered youths have yet to be identified, Bill, their courage cannot 
be doubted.”

He could hear his mother speaking with the electronics salesman, saying, “Hmm, I think I've got it narrowed down to 
three choices.” She surveyed the row of televisions, a hand placed on her slender chin.

With mischievous intent masked by a smile only a mother could love, Robbie caked on his innocent face. He used his best 
voice, the one he used to go to friends' parties and late-night concerts. The one that told his mother 'I'll do the vacuuming and put 
out the trash for the rest of my life if you let me'. “Heeey, mom. Can I go to Queens and fight a psycho super-villain with a bunch of 
pubescent superheroes?”

She wasn't even paying attention. “Of course, honey. Now this one is cable-ready, you say?” She pointed at one rather 
large television as Robbie ran toward the exit point of the store.

Well, she did say 'yes', so technically I'm not ditchin' her, Robbie thought, looking back at his mother to see if she would 
finally notice. She didn't. Good. Sort of. That would mean a double-grounding when he got home, but at least she couldn't stop 
him if she didn't see him. 

Robbie looked ahead and saw a beach-muscle man hauling a few boxes on a push-trolley, and stepped up his pace. 
Besides, what's she gonna do, ground me? Doubtful, considering who she's dealing with here! He covered his face by putting a hand 
up to his side, ensuring that Mr. Muscle pushing the boxes wouldn't see him as he barreled into his cargo.

Queens 



“Hey!” Mr. Muscle protested and stopped, watching Robbie knock over the top two boxes.
“Thanks, mister,” Robbie replied. Should be just enough to trigger the old kinetic field and turn me into—
“—Speedball, the Masked Marvel!” In an instant, Robbie had become a taller, more toned youth wearing what looked like 

yellow and blue pajamas—Speedball! He bounced off, his long, blond hair meeting at one point and swaying in the wind as 
multicoloured bubbles were left behind by his bounce's wake, disintegrating after only a few seconds! “Yeeehaaa!” he cheered, 
his arms forced back from his bounce as he ricocheted off a building side.

“Back, gnat!” Terrax barked as he swatted Nova away, the car he was carrying soaring in another direction closer to the ground. 
Night Thrasher thought that Nova seemed to have blacked out for a second: his sailing wasn't controlled like it normally would 
have been, like Night Thrasher saw him do when he was dropped from the building. His fall had curved back then, had the care of 
the flight path of an expert. Now it was flailing and straight, uncontrolled and ungraceful.

“Firestar, take out the axe!” Night Thrasher said, pointing at Terrax, and he watched Firestar fly over some Genetech 
employees that Marvel Boy had told to stay back. They weren't listening.

Firestar pointed a threatening arm with straightened fingers at Terrax, and a burst of glowing, microwave energy shot 
forth, meeting Terrax at his weapon! The axe shattered into pieces, and Terrax groaned. “Aagh! Get this cursed heat off of me! I 
won't be burned to death again!” Burnt, crisp embers of Terrax scattered off him as smoke and fire rose from his head.

Suddenly, the ground beneath him exploded with a quick Atlantean punch; he was finally off his pillar, and Namorita, the 
punch deliverer, said, “Again? Don't take your old grudges out on us!”

Night Thrasher could feel a rush within him, powering his limbs, and he grabbed his skateboard from his back, slamming 
his feet onto it and pushing off. Terrax hit the ground, tearing into a car and its doors flying up when he struck. It was good to have 
Namorita here; he'd heard of the Atlantean before, and knew her power. If they were going to take on people like Terrax, it would 
be good to have her as an ally to the new team.

He quickly grabbed some smoke pellets and threw them at Terrax with added cayenne pepper. Terrax stood, his feet 
embedded in the wreckage of whatever you would call that car in its current state. The pellets and pepper exploded in a blast of 
purple smoke, and Night Thrasher yelled, “Everyone, hit him now while he's blinded!”

“Blinded?” Terrax let a roaring laugh escape him. “Nescient, insignificant mote! I was able to see in the darkest reaches of 
space!” He grabbed Night Thrasher by the face in a grip that he was sure could crush coal into diamonds if applied further. His hand 
covered Night Thrasher's entire face except for one eye that he used to see, with wide eyed terror, that Terrax would wind back a 
toss. “How can mere smoke harm me? Allow me to show you the wonders of the universe I have sampled! This is a meteor!” He 
flung Night Thrasher, and soon Night Thrasher was hurtling toward another overturned car wreck, its windshield crushed and its 
roof twisted and gnarled into one fine, sharp point that would soon meet with his stomach.

But everything turned blue! Was he dead? No, he hadn't even hit the car, hadn't felt a thing, but now he was suspended in 
air. He grunted as he stopped, inches away from the sharp point and was yanked upward. He was even happier to note that his 
superhero career wouldn't turn out quite so short.

“Thanks for the assist,” he said, looking up and realizing that it was Marvel Boy who had saved his life, yanked away from 
the abrupt sharp point of the car's twisted metal lodging itself through his ribs.

“Sure, but what do we do about Terrax?” Marvel Boy replied.
“Wait, listen to me!” came a voice, not one that Night Thrasher recognized. Both Marvel Boy and Night Thrasher looked 

down at the man who was propping himself up against one rock, so tired from running and avoiding Terrax's attacks that he was 
panting, sweating, his hair in a muss. He held up one shaky hand to Night Thrasher to get his attention, and Night Thrasher wasn't 
sure if it was shaking because he was scared out of his mind or because he was just too exhausted to go much further. It was one of 
the Genetech people—or so that was the name pasted across one of the destroyed vans. He was one of the ones that didn't heed 
his warning to get away. “If my theories are correct, this creature can be stopped! Listen to me!”

“I don't see as how we have much choice, mister,” Night Thrasher responded. If he did have a plan, he'd be the one most 
likely to make it work. He was obviously one of the scientists, and if the name 'Genetech' told him anything about what they did, 
this man probably had a good shot of knowing how to stop this thing. Most of his coworkers were dead or at least unconscious, 
and only a handful of them remained. Night Thrasher better listen, because this man was probably prepared to stop this thing 
with prejudice. “Set me down, Marvel Boy. Help the others.”

He keeps deflecting my bursts with debris! Firestar thought as another wave of rock was cast from the ground to shield 
Terrax from Firestar's microwave attack.

“Away from me, I said! Don't you ever stop?” Terrax roared, obviously growing tired of the battle.
“That's the problem with us, Terry,” Namorita called out, reduced to a whirl of green and pink with a blond streak of hair 

bobbing along behind her. “Our reach always exceeds our grasp!” She grabbed Terrax, hooking her arms onto his back around his 
shoulder blades and dragging him up. She was actually lifting his weight as she flew along! But she could start to feel the strain. 
“Or, in this case, maybe not,” she finished.

“What?” Terrax yelled in surprise, his arms hanging outward as he obviously tried to realize what was going on. Red's 
microwave zapping must have burnt a fuse or something, because he was slow to react, and he began grunting. Then he yelled, 
his primal roar beginning as a soft, double-played moan and grew into a bellow that almost caused Namorita to shield her ears 

Meanwhile 



with her hands. He was—screaming? What for?
“Look out, babe!” Nova yelled as he barreled in from the front. Namorita let go of Terrax and moved out of the way before 

Nova slammed into him, forcing him backward. He dropped Terrax, and Terrax embedded himself in the ground and concrete, 
upturned rubble, landing with his head into the ground, his legs flailing.

Why did Terrax scream like that? Namorita wondered. And why did that punk risk suicide by calling me 'babe'?
Marvel Boy wished that, somehow, one of the older, more experienced superheroes—Captain America, Spider-Man, 

Daredevil, the Fantastic Four, anybody—had felt the shaking as well. They were way better equipped to deal with this type of 
situation. Not this group of ragtag heroes. He didn't know much about Nova, Night Thrasher, Firestar, or whoever the other one 
was, but he hadn't been in battle that much, and Captain America had better happen along or else this fight could end in the one 
way he didn't want it to end in.

He looked on as Nova slid down from the far reaching sky. But Terrax was on his feet already, throwing dirt and debris up 
easily, spraying Nova with the rocky stuff before he could even land! He screamed as he did it, and Nova flew back, shielding his 
face with his copper wristbands.

“Our good buddy's starting to lose it, folks,” he said as he glided out of the spray's range, and it was true. It looked as if 
Terrax was restructuring himself or something as he stood, part of the spray not even going toward the attack on Nova.

“Hey,” a hollow, high-pitched squeal added, somewhere off in the distance, and Marvel Boy could see a fury of bubbles 
and colour come into view, a man dropping out of the sky in the distance like a human-shaped bomb. He hit Terrax and—bounced 
off! Marvel Boy had seen this guy before—what was his name?—and he continued his attack, rebounding off an upturned car, 
then Terrax, then an eight-wheeler, then Terrax again, then a rock knifing the ground, then Terrax, and finally bouncing off. And he 
could actually see splays of rock flaking off of Terrax's body. Speedball, that was his name!

It's that new kid, Speedball! And that 'bubble-field' of his seems to be chipping into Terrax! Those bubbles must have substance 
to them. I wonder if... if I can contain that kinetic field. This is going to really hurt.

Marvel Boy cast what reminded him of a telekinetic funnel. It sprouted out of his forehead, then widened finally into a 
wine glass-shaped telekinetic field that caught Speedball and wrapped around him before he could bounce off of it.

“Hey, spuds, this is cool!” Speedball said, his voice like he was speaking into a tin can, hollow and ricocheting,doubled, 
accompanied by what sounded like a high-pitched whistle off in the distance. “The toughest guy I ever fought before now was the 
Sticker!” And then the telekinetic force field shut in on Speedball, and Marvel Boy realized he had to do this quickly before 
Speedball ran out of oxygen. He could hear Speedball's muffled babble from inside the field, his wonder consuming his 
expression.

Keep the pressure up... allow the field to b-build inside my t-teke bubble. Then, if I'm right about Speedball's field, the k-kinetic 
motion of the... molecules... should reach a... maximum point—

“Now!” Marvel Boy released one half of the teke-bubble! He angled his telekinetic field just right, and Speedball's bubbles 
fired out of it like a fury of bullets while Speedball was forced against the other side of the field. Marvel Boy released the field 
entirely and Speedball dropped to the ground without bouncing off uncontrollably, his kinetic field tearing into Terrax like a brood 
of angry bees. Terrax screamed, and Marvel Boy could hear chunks of him pelting off and hitting the ground in dry, shattering 
pieces.

Terrax was reduced to rubble and, for a moment, Night Thrasher thought it worked until he could see Terrax's face 
emerge from that rubble, muttering helplessly until it was obvious that his body was already knitting itself together. “I will kill you 
all!” he screamed, forcing cold shockwaves to emanate from Night Thrasher's heart and bones.

“Anyone get the number of that dermatologist that hit me?” the new, multicoloured bouncing man said, clutching his 
head as he stood, leaning on a rock and helping himself up onto his feet with it.

“Did it work?” Marvel Boy asked, rising to his feet as well.
“Sure. He's madder than ever now.”
“He keeps using the groundsoil to replenish himself!” Night Thrasher barked. He watched as Terrax raised two fists in 

enraged fury, a maelstrom of torn rock assembling around him. “Nova! Namorita! You have to—”
“We know what we have to do!” Nova interrupted, and Night Thrasher could still hear the stinging resentment in his voice 

from dropping him the few stories, almost onto the city street. “Last thing I wanna do is hear you orderin' me.”
“He's a good friend I take it?” Namorita asked.
“Actually, we just met last night. You, though, I could becomes good friends with.”
“You live in Queens?”
“Yeah! How'd'jou know?”
“Never mind.”
They both grabbed Terrax by one massive arm, pushing up into the air as tendrils of rock tried to snap at them, raised as if 

drawing closer to Terrax in a feverish desire to follow. Night Thrasher could hear their snapping, crunching sounds as they moved, 
as if hungry for whatever Terrax was. “Fly as high as you can!” he screamed at them.

Namorita looked down at Terrax and asked, “What difference could that—”
But she was interrupted. Something was happening to Terrax, and they could see that the stones that created his form 

were becoming looser and something, some light or primal soul, was emerging out of his gaping mouth and wide eyes. The light 
was only leaving enough room for a strangled utterance to escape with it.



“Blue blazes! He's falling apart!” Nova remarked.
In unison, as if they had previously rehearsed it, they tossed him in the air. Terrax was unable to even make a fist as red 

smoke emerged from his head, his body rumbling and chipping away.
“Did you just say 'blue blazes'?” Namorita asked.
“Sorry, old habit,” was Nova's quick and pat reply.
Terrax exploded! The shrapnel, force of the explosion, and shockwave sent them flying back. Nova reached out for the 

ground as if he were close enough to hit and Namorita shielded her face with both hands. They were pushed away as the pitter-
patter of solid rock crunched on the ground, pieces of what once was Terrax now scattered around the area, some probably even 
sinking into the waters. The explosion created a new cloud, emanating with red, winding branches of smoke that slowly, lazily 
moved outward. Now only that cloud and the stench of burning rock remained of Terrax.

“Suffering shad,” Namorita spoke softly, awe and shock confusing her, as small rocks and pebbles rained from the 
explosion. “We just killed him.”

“He knew,” Nova added. “That son of a—He knew!”
They bolted to the ground, curving just above Marvel Boy and Speedball—the guy who'd just shown up, but Night 

Thrasher knew who he was—cutting straight toward Night Thrasher who stood atop a diagonally positioned rock. “Thrasher! You 
let us kill him!” Nova roared, his fists clenched with raving anger that mired his thoughts.

“No, I didn't,” Night Thrasher replied calmly, and indicated the man with round glasses and a suit behind him. There Rosen 
stood in answer.

“I did. Sort of,” Rosen's reply came. “The first time you youngsters lifted Terrax off the ground, our sensors registered 
enormous stress to his system. Terrax was a disembodied sentient energy form which required constant groundsoil 
replenishment. Once removed from the ground, the ambient energy was unable to keep the amalgamated form substantial.”

What appeared to be an alien spacecraft soared into view, an 'A' emblazoned on its underside. It made a soft, vertical 
landing on the ground as reverse boosters regulated its descent. The landing was gentle, and soon emerged three figures from it. 
Night Thrasher recognized Captain America and She-Hulk, but the caped, blond man was giving his memories trouble.

“So it wasn't really alive at all?” Firestar continued as she landed next to Namorita.
“You could think of it that way,” Rosen replied.
“Sufferin' shad?” Nova whispered to Namorita.
“Sorry, old habit,”
“But doesn't Terrax's dissolution still keep this area contaminated?” Marvel Boy asked, and Night Thrasher took a seat on 

the rock on which he stood while a lined crowd of Genetech employees and reporters approached from behind.
“I wouldn't worry about that, Marvel Boy,” Captain America announced. A shiver shot into Night Thrasher's belly. What 

was Captain America doing here? He didn't need to come! The menace was already met. Leave, Cap! Leave! “We can take it from 
here, kids.”

“Cap!” Marvel Boy replied, the tone in his voice stressing it into that of a childlike chirp. “And that's Quasar and She-Hulk!”
They approached, Captain America wearing his usual patriotic outfit. She-Hulk wore a purple jumpsuit with a white belt, 

and also purple boots with white rimming, a nice contrast to her emerald skin. Quasar wore his red garb with a yellow belt that 
reminded Night Thrasher of the WWF title belt and a cape that blew around his legs, feeling much disdain at its impracticality. In 
fact, he pretty much now felt this disdain toward the entire Avengers team who had come to—what? To steal their glory? To 'take 
over from here'? What blasted adult preconceptions!  Those fossils....

“Hello, Captain,” Rosen greeted. “I'm Walter Rosen.”
Kids? Night Thrasher knew what was on Namorita's mind: that single word which rested like a burning hotplate on his own 

thoughts.
“You seem to have helped with the situation here, kids, but the Avengers should take over now,” Captain America chided, 

his voice cheap and dripping of thick, false honey.
“Sure, no problem,” Speedball replied. “You can take care of all the hard stuff. You know, the press, the adulation, the 

glory, the drooling, female fans.” The Avengers and Rosen were ignoring Speedball, and the rest of them, at this point, content 
now that the 'real authorities' had arrived, as if this group was less than able to handle the threat after just pummeling Terrax.

“Kids?” Namorita screamed.
“Oh, c'mon, Cap didn't mean anything by it,” Marvel Boy defended, and Nova crossed his arms right next to him.
“Now that the Avengers are here, we should be able to clean up this mess and get it properly contained,” Rosen said, his 

voice trailing off.
Quasar replied with obvious people-pleasing, “That's what we're here for, Mr. Rosen.”
“Oh, please, call me Walt.”
Nova turned to Marvel Boy, pointing a finger at him that almost jammed up his nose. “I think you worded your line wrong 

there, Marvel Boy. You shoulda said, “We didn't mean anything to Cap!”
“Hey, he's Captain America!” Marvel Boy replied. Speedball moved closer, and Night Thrasher hopped off the rock on 

which he had sat.
“And he as much as wiped your nose when you tried joinin' the Avengers this mornin'!”
“Cap dumped on you? Me, too!” Speedball replied, and Marvel Boy turned to the left to listen. “Hey, we can be like the 



Legion of Substitute Avengers!”
“We don't need the Avengers,” Night Thrasher said as he clutched air. I would have preferred four, but.... “We can do this on 

our own! We can be a team. We can fight the kinds of crime they never touch. We can make a difference. We can help people. Are 
you with me?”

Night Thrasher punctuated his statement by extending his right arm into the center of the semicircle that the sextet of 
heroes had formed. Most were hesitant to do anything except Speedball. He extended his arm in response, placing his hand 
overtop Night Thrasher's in some bastardized Hands Across America poster opportunity. Namorita was next, placing her hand 
over Speedball's, then Marvel Boy placed his over Namorita's.

“Firestar?” Night Thrasher asked.
Firestar responded, placing her shaky fingers over Marvel Boy's and saying, “I don't know about this.”
“Nova?” Night Thrasher prompted, and Nova placed his hand on top.
“That's the spirit, guys!” Speedball chirped, his right hand on his hip. They all held their arms in place, as if frozen, as if 

wanting to savour the moment for some particular reason that Night Thrasher couldn't discern. Is it just me, or is this an incredibly 
dramatic and emotional turning point in our lives?”

“I really don't know about this,” Firestar said.
“Buck up, Red. It'll be copacetic,” Namorita added.
Marvel Boy looked at them and raised a question. “What do we call ourselves?”
“How about the Imbeciles!” Nova replied, his teeth gritted and his gaze transfixed on the six-pointed handhold in the 

middle of their half-circle. “'Cause I must be one to be doing this!”
“I heard a reporter call us something kinda cool,” Speedball said. “How about the New Warriors?”
“That's it,” Night Thrasher replied. “End of discussion.”
And the beginning of a legend....
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STORY SO FAR - Determined to find his lost brother who he believes is still alive yet trapped in the Cancerverse, Robbie Rider gets unexpected 
help when Quasar brings back from space an unexplained energy source that transforms him into the new Comet! Meanwhile in the 
Cancerverse, Rich Rider finds himself helpless and tortured by a dark Centurion... 

Confined to unconsciousness, Richard Rider found himself taking a tour of his own internal physiology.  He could see his cold, 

withered veins. His once proud heart no longer beat, and his blood lay dormant, almost curdled.  His internal organs were a splash 
of blues, purples, and black.  It was tragic, and made him realize that he might be ready to quit.

Then…an orange spark near his heart.  Then another spark, this one running the length of his veins.  Then a spark of 
yellow!  His powerful heart began to beat. Once. Then twice. It began to pump bright, red blood throughout all of his veins, 
reinvigorating the Nova Force running through his body.

Then came a distant voice. Deliberate, and calculated, but no longer unfeeling.
"Attention, Richard Rider,” the voice implores.  “It is imperative that you listen at this time."
It was the Worldmind! Richard has to calm himself down. The Worldmind sounded like it had a female's voice.  He was 

probably in some form of shock.
Still, he couldn't stop himself from asking, "Worldmind?"
"Yes, Richard.  Did you miss me?"
Richard would love to have laughed at such a human question coming from his old friend, but his ribs were broken and he 

did not need any unwarranted pain.
"You bet, buddy," Richard said through gritted teeth. "I don't care if you are just a hallucination, I've missed you."
"I have missed you too, Richard," the Worldmind answered.
That was it. Richard couldn't help but to chuckle, and the searing pain brought him back to reality.  The Worldmind was 

always cold, and it never spoke like this.  It was okay though, it was something Richard needed to hear.
"I hope you don't mind," the Worldmind continued. "But I have had to reboot myself with the brainwave patterns of Nova 

Centurion, Ko-Rel.  Her….my, patterns seemed to be the least damaged in my library."
Richard swallowed dryly and his eyes began to water.  He really wanted to believe, but he was afraid that if he got his 

hopes up too high again, he would not be able to escape the clutches of insanity this time.
"Wait.  Are you telling me that you're real, Worldmind?"
"Yes, Richard.  You are not hallucinating.  It is me."

Tears begin to form in Richard's eyes. "You better not be my mind playing tricks on me, because I will be really pissed with myself!"
"While that statement is very illogical, I assure you, Richard…it's me," the Ko-Rel Worldmind confirmed. It is eager to help 

Richard, but understands the psychological trauma that its greatest warrior has been through. They would take all the time 
Richard needed. The tears finally began to flow from Richard's eyes.

"Where were you?” Richard broke down.  “Why did it take you so long to find me?"
The Worldmind paused, then finally responded.
"I am sorry, Richard.  This universe is foul, and very harmful to me. In fact, I am currently fighting off hundreds of psychic 

attacks that are competing to gain access to my inner workings. It has been a challenge to bring myself from our universe to this one, 
and then to reboot myself after all the damage we took from Thanos."

Richard listened intently to every word the Worldmind said.  At this point, he was just so damn happy to hear a friendly 
voice, that he really didn't care how the Worldmind had found him, and why it had taken so long. Richard began to stand, ignoring 
all of the pain still marinating in his body.

"I've missed you, Worldmind," he began. "But I have to admit, this Ko-Rel persona is an odd choice."
Ko-Rel Worldmind paused deliberately before speaking. "My original programming was corrupted the moment we entered 

this universe. I have seen the unspeakable here, and during my reboot I have had a lot of time to ponder…life, if you will.  With 
everything that we have been through, and with everything you have taught me, I have determined that a new perspective would be 
best."

Richard didn't care about the pain it caused him, the Worldmind's newfound humility deserved a smile. It was totally 

"So how do we let him know where we are?" Darkhawk asks again.
“He's so alone," Namorita says. Her eyes closed, listening to what everyone is hoping is the feint call of her boyfriend. "It's 

so dark where he is.”
“Dark, huh?" Quasar says aloud. "Okay, everyone, our friend is lost.  I say we light up the way home.”
With that, some very powerful heroes flexed their very powerful muscles, expelling all kinds of energy and lighting up the 

area of space where the world of Xandar used to exist. The flare up could be seen from several planets away.  Quasar hoped that it 
was bright enough...

****



worth it. Richard's body started to glisten with sweat, and it convulses ever so slightly.
"It's time to begin your reboot, Richard."
Richard Rider nods.
"Will you fill me in on all the details later, Worldmind?" Richard asked.
"Affirmative, Richard," responds Ko-rel, "but please, call me, Ko-Rel."

Richard sleepily nods.
"Sleep well, Richard.  You have earned it.”

****
The next morning, the Dark Nova came to Richard's cell earlier than usual. The Earthman had left him in a foul mood yesterday, 
and now he was ready to administer a grand beating! It would be glorious. The human would beg for death, and he would get it 
after much suffering.  And then?  He would kill the Earthling again.

The Dark Nova slammed the cell door open, and pulled the bloody covers off the Earthman's beaten body.  The sight 
before him caused him to gasp.  The Nova Prime was in uniform waiting for him!

"A gold dome!" the Dark Nova exclaimed.
Richard Rider, Nova Prime, just shrugged.
"I don't know what that means,” Richard quipped.  “But I can tell that you're surprised by my good looks."
Nova reached out and grabbed the Dark Nova by the throat.  Nova's eyes glowed with energy.
"I would absolutely love to get reacquainted with you with our roles reversed,” Richard growled.  “But I'm long overdue 

back home."
With that, Nova blasts the Dark Nova with so much gravimetric energy that the Dark Nova crashes into the prison wall, 

and becomes imbedded within it.
"That was a very powerful blow, Richard," Ko-Rel states.
"Unfortunately, death doesn't live here, so that bastard will be up and about eventually."
With that, Nova burst through the prison door, and rocketed for the upper atmosphere.
"Okay," Richard began, "The guards were taunting me with the fact that they can get back to our universe, any idea how?" 

Ko-Rel runs a few analytical scenarios through her memory.
"Affirmative," she replied. "As a result of your usage of the Cosmic Cube, it looks like stargates and wormholes now have a 

very slim chance within this universe. It's all a matter of how much energy can be provided."
Nova bit his lip. These possibilities were his fault.
"I don't mean to eavesdrop on your thoughts, Richard," Ko-Rel says, "But a lot of time has passed since that moment. It was 

inevitable that they would eventually stumble on a way to cross dimensions. I assure you, this is by no means your fault."
Nova took a deep breath. It did make him feel better to hear.
"I understand," he says. "Gotta tell you, Ko-Rel, that sensitivity training course you took is really helping right now."
Richard then heard the sweetest sound in years. The sound of laughter.  Somehow, someway, the Worldmind had gotten 

a sense of humor. Nova breaks the skyline and enters space. He leaves a sonic boom in his wake.
Nova feels so free again. "By the way, Ko-Rel, you never got around to telling me how long we've been here?"
"I am sorry to inform you, Richard," Ko-Rel says, "It has been nearly four years…"
Nova's eyes well up.
"Wow," Richard says softly.
Through the psychic link they share, Ko-Rel can see all of the thoughts that rush through Richard's mind. Then she notices 

an object similar to a wall, blocking her view of his pain. Her database of human emotions recognizes it as a defense mechanism.
"Oh man," Richard forces out, "All that time. I wonder if the Yankees ever traded Jeter?"
Ko-Rel does not respond. Instead, she slowly releases an extra dose of endorphins into Richard's system, in an attempt to 

make him feel better.
"So," Richard says, "Are we ready and able to jump out of this place?"
"There is a slight problem with that, Richard. As I mentioned, it's all about power, but we don't have enough of it currently to 

make that kind of jump. We can open a gate on our end, but that's about it. We don't know far we have to go, we won't know exactly 
where we have to go."

Richard sighed. It was never easy. He had also learned that while the Worldmind seemed to be without a plan, that was 
never the case. There were always variables and other scientific stuff that his brother, Robbie would understand better. What he 
did know, was that he just needed to push the Worldmind with the right questions.

"So," Richard starts. "If we knew where home was, then we could get there?"
"In theory," Ko-Rel states. "However, even if we knew where 'home' was, as I previously stated, we might not have enough 

energy to get there."
Richard cringed.  How in the hell was he going to pull this off?
“Richard,” Ko-Rel interrupts. “I hope you don't mind, but while I haven't been able to contact your original universe, I have 

been able to…”
It wasn't like the Worldmind to not be able to find the words it needed to explain itself.



“Yes?” Richard asked.  “You were able to what?”
Ko-Rel was silent for another moment before saying, “I have left a trail of breadcrumbs for your loved ones.”
Nova enjoyed the new Ko-Rel Worldmind.
“Do tell,” Richard smiled.
Ko-Rel goes on to quickly explain to Richard about the Comet-energy, the Torpedo suit, and how the rest of his friends 

were together right now. Richard chuckled. Normally talking to the Worldmind would be like pulling teeth. Richard could get used 
to this kind of communication.

"I'm sorry, Richard," Ko-Rel says, "I don't understand the analogy that this is like the extraction of your teeth?"
Once again, Richard couldn't help but to laugh. "No worries, Ko-Rel.  So tell me, what are we going to do about those 

breadcrumbs?"
Ko-Rel does more calculations and concludes, "I believe your mate, Namorita Prentiss, has latent empathic abilities.  If we 

could get her to 'hear' you, then maybe we can get them to boost the stargate from their end?"
“I wish we had more time, Ko-Rel,” Richard exclaims.  “I had all of these plans for Robbie and my friends.”
The Worldmind then awkwardly plays a recording of the real Ko-Rel, laughing.
"What in the hell?" Richard asks.
"I am sorry, Richard. Irony is still something I am working on. I couldn't generate a real laugh, but I though a laugh was 

appropriate at the time. You see, while I haven't been able to communicate with you, I have been in your brain all this time. I've seen 
your plans, and I've already taken action."

"Son of a bitch…" Richard smirks. "That's both awesome and creepy."
"Thank you,"Ko-Rel responds, still trying to recalibrate her understanding of sarcasm.
"It's time, Richard,” Ko-Rel says with a bump of genuine happiness in her voice.  “Time to make the call.”
Streaking through the Cancerverse's atmosphere, Richard closes his eyes.  A tear falls as he concentrates on Namorita. It 

was so dark here, and he was ready to go home...
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Namorita Prentiss could feel a tightness in her chest. She could breathe both on land, and underwater, so the sensation of holding 
her breath was unpleasant for her. Yet, here she had been, waiting with baited breath, like the rest of her team, hoping for a 
miracle.

That miracle had burst through a hole in the Xandarian space they were occupying!  Richard Rider, the man called Nova, 
and more important to her, her longtime boyfriend, had returned!  After years of being missing, he had found his way home! This 
was such an exciting time, and here he was, asleep. Robbie, Wendell, and Morrow, had run all kinds of tests on Richard, and he 
seemed fine.  Just dehydrated and completely exhausted.

The new Worldmind, Ko-Rel, had spoken to all of them while Richard slept. She had transferred herself from Richard's 
brain into the Airwalker ship. That way she could communicate with all of them.  She first thanked them for being here for Richard. 
Then she went on to say she hoped everyone here enjoyed the gifts she bestowed upon them, on Richard's behalf.

Daniel Brock found his father's original Torpedo suit. Morrow had found the Airwalker ship. Chris Powell had found the 
desire to be a hero again. Robert Rider had been given the powers and identity of the Comet. Wendell Vaughn, already a man of 
immense power as the hero Quasar, was given something so very simple, his best friend. Namorita considered herself the 
luckiest. She had everything she could ever want, now that Richard was back.

"Nita?" a weakened Richard called.
Namorita cried openly as she screamed, "Rich?"
They hugged each other, not wanting to let go. In their profession, there were too many battles and crisis for them to be 

separated as a couple. Richard silently promised himself that those days would end if he had anything to do with it.
The happy reunion continued for a long time.  Richard gave them all the horrific details of his capture. Not for pity, not out 

of anger, but rather just to give himself closure. To remind himself that the Cancerverse was no longer his reality. He was home. 
Even the new kid, Daniel. Richard pulled him in for a hug, and told him that he was now a part of the extended Rider family, and a 
part of their Nova Corps.

****
Later that afternoon, as they sat in the Airwalker's dining area, Richard had already downed four large bottles of Gatorade, and 
was then brought up to date on the recent happenings of their busy universe.

"Man, I can't believe someone killed the Watcher," Richard gasped.
"About that," Wendell said cautiously. "Something else happened right about that time."
Everyone in the room looked at each other somewhat nervously. They had all agreed though, they had to tell Rich. It was 

now or never.
"What?" Richard asks nervously now that the room had fallen silent. Literally, almost anything could have happened on 

their crazy planet.



"There's a new Nova," Wendell said. "A kid."
Richard didn't know what to say. So many thoughts raced through his head and he couldn't keep track of those that were 

rational, and those that were not.  So he turned to the most rational 'person' he knew.
"Ko-Rel," he called out.
"Yes, Richard," she replied.
"Do you know anything about this?"
"Negative," she replied. "I'm just as curious as you are."
"Good," Richard said. "Now that I'm home, I guess it's time to see some old friends."Richard instantly transformed into his 

Nova Prime uniform.
"Rich?" Robbie asks, nervously.
Rushing towards the ship's exit, Richard called back to his brother, "Sorry, Comet.  When we're in uniform, we use code 

names only."
Nova rushed out of the ship and into the Earth's atmosphere. He streaked towards the Earth like the rocket that he is.
"Ko-Rel?" he says, "I have a favor. Can you contact a couple of friends for me?"
With that request processing, Nova shoots downward towards New York City. Followed closely by Quasar, Comet, 

Torpedo, and Darkhawk.  Namorita and Morrow give chase in the Airwalker.
"Richard!" Ko-Rel screeches into his brain. "I've found him.  He's 3 miles off the coast of Maine, in the Atlantic Ocean."
"Got it!" Nova responds stoically. He changes his direction, taking a quick glance back at his friends following him. They 

were doing a good job of keeping pace.
Following Nova, Quasar is worried about his friend's well-being. They had given him every test they could think of. 

Physically he was fine. Yet, Quasar worried about his friend's sanity. He knew Nova was upset, and he knew that this was 
something Nova had to get out of his system. As his friend, he was going to be there just to make sure Nova didn't cross the wrong 
lines.

Within minutes, Nova streaked over the Atlantic Ocean, finding a cruise ship being held hostage by a giant sea creature of 
some kind. The only thing between the ship and the monster, was a kid dressed up in the exact same Dark Nova uniform from the 
Cancerverse!

The new Nova, Sam Alexander, had no idea what was coming at him, he was too busy blasting the monster with energy 
beams.

"Really?" Sam says. "No Stingray, no Sub-Mariner, so I have to come deal with you?"
The creature pushes the large boat aside. Passengers on board scream as the ship rocks. "What are you anyway?" Sam 

asks. "Did someone release the Krakken?  Because that's what you look like."
A voice from behind him said, "Who are you?"
The young Nova turns to see a man dressed in a Nova uniform as well, but this guy was wearing a gold dome!
"I'm Nova," Sam says dryly. "Who the hell are you?"
Richard growls. "I'm Richard Rider.  The man called Nova."
Before Sam can say another word, Richard springs into action.
"Quasar, the monster is yours. Bubble him up, and dump it further out to sea. Nita, check out the waters, make sure 

there's nothing else in there.  Darkhawk, Torpedo, you guys check out the people on board the ship."
"Nova," Darkhawk says hesitantly.
"Don't worry, Darkhawk," Rich cuts him off. "The Comet is right here to make sure I behave."
With that, the heroes rush off to do their jobs, and Richard turned back to Sam.
"How did you get the uniform, kid?  How'd you get the powers?"
Sam was offended by the older guy putting him on the spot like this.
"None of your business!" he spat.
Richard was pissed.  He flies towards Sam and grabs him by the collar.
"Listen, punk.  You don't know half of the crap I've had to deal with, and a lot of it had to do with that uniform you're 

wearing."
Sam powered up and pushed Richard away from him.

"Get off me!" Sam yells.
Sam doesn't want to fight. He was badly outnumbered, and it looked like this guy, Rider meant business. He needed help. 

He raced away as fast as he could.
Avengers priority distress call!" he screams into his helmet. "Come on all you big bad, Avengers.  I need your help!  Lock 

into my signal!"
Sam barely gets the last word out when he is tackled in mid-air by Richard. The two heroes come crashing to the sand on 

the beach.  Richard gets up first.
"Don't piss me off, kid," Richard says. "I just need some answers."
Sam turns to Richard, and blasts him in the face with a big energy burst.
"You little…" Richard mutters as he tries to get his vision back.
Sam rushes forward to deliver a vicious blow on Richard.



"Richard," Ko-Rel says. "He is about to hit you."
"I know," Richard whispers. "I was playing possum."
As Sam gets close, Richard reaches out and stops Sam in mid-flight.  He holds Sam off of the ground by his collar. Sam 

tries to blast Richard again, but this time Richard was ready for it, and absorbed Sam's energy beams. The kid was strong, but he 
just wasn't in Richard's class. Rich knew it, Sam knew it, and Rich's team that had followed them, knew it.  So did the man that 
called out for Richard. The voice was familiar, "Richard Rider, please put Nova down."

Richard doesn't even have to turn his head. Instead, he sighs and replies, "Is that how it's going to be, Captain?"
Richard then turned to face Captain America. "First you call me by my full name like some sort of kid, and then you give 

this unknown my title?"
Captain America is not alone.  He's brought the Avengers with him.  All of them.

"I'm sorry, Richard," Cap begins, "But since our sensors have caught your return, you've been acting in less than a heroic 
manner."

Richard surveyed Captain America's forces. "Are all of these Avengers for me?"
Iron Man steps in, "Our sensors also got your power levels, and let's just say that since you've been gone, we don't like to 

take chances anymore.  Consider us proactive."
"Speaking of which," Captain America continued, "Where have you been all this time, Richard…and how did you get 

back?"
Nova smirked. "I'm glad you asked, Cap. That just tells me that my good friend, Peter Quill hasn't bothered to talk about 

me in my absence.  Any chance the Star-Lord is an Avenger yet? Looks like you got everybody else on your roster."
"Watch your mouth, Rider," Iron Man snaps. "Things have changed since you've been gone.”
“It's okay, Iron Man," Captain America says, obviously trying to avoid conflict. "We don't know where he and his team are, 

Richard.  They spend a lot of time in space."
"Cap, please," Nova sighs. "I have ways of knowing things too, and one of those things I know, is that Quill, Gamora, Drax, 

and their friends, are actually on planet as we speak.  Is there a reason you're hiding them from me?"
"How dare you?" Thor says spitefully. "The Captain has been very civil in speaking with you.  You would do well to hold your 

tongue."
"Thor's right," Hyperion tells Carol Danvers. "Why is Captain America letting this fool talk so much?"
Carol shushes Hyperion. "He's a hero.  He at least deserves a chance to speak."
Richard drops Sam to the ground. "You have to believe me, Cap.  Whether he knows it or not, this kid is trouble."
"You don't presume to tell us how to operate, Richard Rider," the Hulk chuckles deliberately, proud of the emphasis he 

made in mocking Richard's name. "We're the Avengers. We deal with the Earth's biggest problems.  Right now, it's you."
The Hulk was a badass. Hulk was the strongest there is. The Hulk was also the biggest basket case in the universe. There 

was no need to provoke him any further…yet. Richard then surveyed rest of the Avenger's roster.  Cap, Iron Man, Thor, Hyperion, 
Spider-Man, Falcon, Hawkeye, Hulk, Luke Cage, Carol Danvers - whatever she was calling herself at this point, and even several X-
Men. This team was stacked. Richard's team landed behind him, and pound-for-pound, Richard liked his team's chances.

"Impressive team. You looking for some kind of a standoff, Nova?" Hawkeye asked.
"Nothing planned, Hawkeye," Richard replies. "You?"
Hawkeye scoffs at Nova and then falls back.
"Quasar," Captain America calls out. "I take it by your position that you stand with Richard and his friends?"
"Hello, Captain," Quasar responds. "That would be correct, sir."
Captain America nods, respecting Quasar and his choice.
The Hulk on the other hand, says, "Losing side, Quasar."
"I didn't realize there were sides, Banner," Quasar responds.
The Hulk stepped forward. "You got that right, little man.  Between me, Thor, and Hyperion, you runts don't stand a 

chance."
Spider-Man leapt forward, "Rich. Let's not get into a pissing contest.  That's not who you are."
"Hey, Spidey," Rich says. "You're right, things are way more tense than they should be, and that's not why I'm here."
"I'm here because of this kid," Richard says. "The one you were all so quick to embrace as my replacement.  Do you even 

know who he is?"
"He is a hero," Thor says. "That is all I need to know."
"I'm a hero too," Richard says. "And have any of you taken a second to wonder why this guy turns up when I disappeared?"
None of the Avengers could answer. The Hulk and Hyperion could care less about Rider, but others like Captain America, 

Spider-Man, and even Iron Man, felt different degrees of guilt about Richard's statement.
A spaceship breaks through the atmosphere and quickly comes to a landing on the beach.  The moment it burst through 

the clouds, everyone standing on the beach knew who it was. There is an awkward silence as Peter Quill, also known as Star-Lord, 
steps out of the ship, followed by his Guardians of the Galaxy. Quasar pulls the Comet next to him, "This is it. Be ready for 
anything."

Robbie Rider nods somberly.
"Hey, Richie," Quill begins. "It's been a long time."



Peter then offers his hand to shake, but Richard ignores it. Instead, Richard snaps, "Why didn't you tell them about me, 
Pete?" Peter Quill struggles to maintain eye contact.

Hawkeye whispers to the Falcon, "I hate it when mom and dad fight."
The Falcon nudges Hawkeye to shut up.
"You let everyone forget about me?" Richard asks.
"I'm sorry, Rich," Star-Lord begins. "Truth is; so many things have been happening, we just got busy trying to save the 

world."
Richard felt as if he had been slapped in the face. Quill put his hands up to explain. "Don't take it the wrong way, Rich. 

Eventually we would have…"
Richard cuts him off, "Eventually?"
The Hulk chimes in again. "Stop being such a crybaby, Rider."
Richard moves Star-Lord to the side. "I'm getting tired of you, Banner."
"What are you going to do about it, punk?" the Hulk asks. "We were already the strongest team ever assembled before 

these Jedi wannabes got here. Now? Forget about it."
Richard nodded and held his hands up, "I understand, Banner.  You guys are pretty intimidating.  Me personally, though, I 

think this whole hero vs. hero thing is cliche. Haven't the powers-that-be learned anything?"
Richard smiled, "But if in your eyes 'might makes right', my friends and I have friends too."
Richard raises his hand to the sky, and a silver blur appears at the edge of the atmosphere. Within seconds, that silver blur 

becomes visible. The Silver Surfer, Gladiator of the Shi'ar, and the Asgardian powered, Beta Ray Bill, land next to Richard Rider.
"That escalated quickly," Spider-Man quipped.
"I think we need to all calm down for a second," Captain America says.
"I promise, Cap," Richard says. "We're not looking for a fight. I cannot stress enough how much I respect every single one 

of you as heroes.  Avengers and Guardians alike. For the foreseeable future let's just say my feelings are hurt, and I need to sort 
things out."

Richard then looks back at the other Avengers, taking the time to glare at a few of them. "Otherwise, it looks like you guys 
have things the way you want here on Earth, as well as the immediate galaxy," Richard shrugs. “My friends and I will take care of 
business a little further out. The universe is huge."

With that, Richard and his whole team turn and begin to board the Airwalker.
"Rider!" a low, grizzled voice calls out.
Richard spins around and to see that it was Drax the Destroyer who called out to him. Drax pulls out a very large knife 

while he and Richard slowly stride towards each other.  Finally within striking distance of each other, Drax throws his knife into the 
sand at Richard's feet. In turn, Richard removes his gold helmet. When they are close enough, the two stare each other down.

With the tension mounting, Drax wraps his massive arms around Richard, hugging him, and Richard returns Drax's hug. 
Drax had taken a scared 'super hero' in Richard, and turned him into a commanding warrior.  Richard owed a lot to the Destroyer, 
and Drax had found one of his first friend's in Richard.

"When you call," Drax says, "I will be there."
Richard smiles at Drax, and slaps the Destroyer on the shoulder.
"Thank you for everything, my friend," Rich tells him.
Once again, Richard and his team turn back to the Airwalker. Richard stopped on the Airwalker's stairs, his golden helmet 

tucked in his arms.  He turns to the gathering of heroes and pauses for dramatic effect, then simply waves 'goodbye'. Richard puts 
on his helmet and steps into the Airwalker.  

The Nova Corps fly off into space to plan their future.  The universe was about to change.

END STORY ARC 1
The Saga continues in 2019 with - THE NEW CORPS! 



PART 6

STARSCREAM



Interlude 
Delvedia, Three Years Ago.  

STORY SO FAR - The local star of the planetary system of Delvedia has been corrupted by a weapon of mass destruction conceived by the Veil Kartel; 
at least that’s what Nova619 initially believed. Having ventured inside the Sphere, Richard’s mind melded with the consciousness of a fallen Celestial 
called Areshema; who billions of years ago had been taken over by the Others; the servants of the Chaos Lords. Now their ancient plan to resume their 
role in the present is nearing completion...

A Zabnacks' favourite food was Veg'al flies which would lay their eggs in their millions buried several centimetres beneath 
the mud flats, deep enough to make sure the tides wouldn't wash them out to sea. In the late summer they would hatch, the 
maggots burrowing out of their egg cases to the surface where Zabnack shoals would wait for the annual feast. 

Despite the plenitude of Zabnaks, conservationists petitioned the Senate that the species was endangered.Fishing 
quotas were subsequently reduced and legislation changed. Only the connoisseurs and very rich could dine on Zabnack in high-
society restaurants and those willing to pay for a very expensive license could fish privately in areas where the ancient custom was 
permitted. 

Ken'sal-thi had been a long time friend of Gev'ili Fer-hel-ti. They had often fished together when the elder periodically 
returned between expeditions.

They talked about the old times. Fer-hel-ti would describe in minute detail everything about his latest discovery. The 
Heliocyle had been one such discovery. It disproved the common misconception that the Ice People possessed no technological 
capability. For years they had been depicted as savages, scavengers etching a miserable existence; nomadic tribesmen forever on 
the move, raiding other tribes who lived on the edges of the slowly retreating glaciers. 

The heliocyle craftsmanship proved beyond a shadow of a doubt that the Ice People were not savages. They were 
artisans. That instead of fighting against the other tribes they traded skins and what food they found beneath the tundra. In time a 
picture was painted that the chieftains of the Ice People were endeavouring to form the first true Delvedian society bringing 
together the separate tribes for mutual survival. They learned to write. To chronicle the very words conferred to them by the 
Tripartite themselves, laying down the foundations which formed the spiritual nexus of Delvedian culture. 

Ken'sal-thi had first seen the Heliocyle when he went to the Velt to see the excavations.It was his thirtieth cycle teaching 
history at the Acdamanteliat. 

At the time the relic was still in several pieces. Each one was carefully being restored to its former glory, slit and mud had 
preserved most of the intricate artefact despite being buried for thousands of cycles in twenty two ampoules found in a small one 
level building that was situated to the west of the main complex. 

Before Fer-hel-ti's iasis had merged with the Oracle it had been his foremost wish to see the relic housed in the Scientifica 
for all to see. The vast foyer had been newly refurbished.  Thousands of first and second era finds found sanctuary in one of the city 
museums while many more were transferred to the Vault, a repository where many artefacts remained crated and wrapped rarely 
seeing light of day again. Ken'sal-thi was sceptical that Mal'dran've would honour the former Director's last wish. It was well 
known tensions had arisen over the years. Yet the wish was kept. The Heliocyle, finally restored, was housed in the Scientifica. It 
was a momentous occasion.  

The Heliocyle was only the beginning. By then new technology, new and darkly unfamiliar was planned to cast its own 
gaze upon the Oracle. To learn secrets only the Gods themselves has known till then. It was a sign of how times had changed. 
Fishing, on reflection, only caused ripples upon the water, save disturbing leaves and water lilies and yet here was something that 
potentially would cause ripples throughout society, dividing the classes, even testing the frontiers of faith in balance with science. 

Ken'sal-thi would spend tranquil moments in the upper gallery observing the Heliocyle. It shone with ethereal light from 
the large glass concave skylights built into the foyer's ceiling. The large biolum globe was added later to further enhance its 
mystique. It was a modern interpretation of the Ice People's ancient architecture. Post boxes had been found at equal distances 
along the main passageway to the inner chamber allowing light from the Oracle to illuminate the ante-chamber. There they found 
Fer-hel-ti's other legacy; God's Tear. 

God's Tear's was a mystery that defied explanation. It represented the unknown. The artefact had been transferred from 
the Velt under strict security protocols; something unheard of at the Scientifica. Despite its historical significance, Maldran've 
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en'sal-thi Vin-thor had witnessed so much throughout his two hundred and five cycles of life. His earliest memory was as a 
child sitting on the bank of one of the lesser tributaries in the western Velt. K
He loved fishing for Zabnacks. Catching Zabnacks required a lot of patience and skill. His father had taught him the art just 

as his grandfather had taught his father generations back, way back maybe to the time of the Ice People. The rod measured two 
metres long made from indigenous reeds. The line was the gut lining of a Zorgal, a furry skinned lizard that lived only in the 
swamps. 



persuaded the Scientifica's council that the relic would not be put on public display. At least until it has been properly scrutinized. 
A specially constructed crèche was built to house the artefact with Mal'dran've's personnel allowed access rights only. 

Ken'sal-thi had been Vault Supervisor for thirty two yarns. He was due to retire the following year. For the most part the 
large underground storage facility remained quiet save for the occasional transfer of relics to and from museums or to one of the 
research laboratories or a special exhibition held in the imposing foyer to attract visitors and schools. Students and scientists 
would come to the vault to request access to the archive to do research. 

With the arrival of God's Tear, Ken'sal-thi would often find his slices of contemplation and solitude interrupted more 
frequently than he liked. Many a time Mal'dran've would request a lock-down. Ken'sal-thi would often have to leave his domicile 
at inappropriate hours. He found the interruptions annoying and tiresome at times. Several times he endeavoured to ask 
Mal'dran've why all the secrecy? Mal'dran've never gave a satisfactory answer. Once he even threatened to relive old Ken'sal-thi of 
his position to which old Ken'sal-thi replied that he could try over Fer-hel-ti's ghost looming over the upstart for the rest of his life. 
Mal'dran've would try and stretch his long neck as high as possible to look him in the eye but never quite managed it. Usually 
Mal'dran've would leave, holding his now legendary temper in check. In the end the whole arrangement lead to a major 
showdown, but not with Ken'sal-thi….

Ken'sal-thi's office also served as his home. It was quite spacious. Well heated with a separate bedroom, living space and 
kitchen. For a time Ken'sal-thi' shared it with Ti-mon Vey-sarri who utilised it as a tranquil haven to perfect his translations of the 
Ni-halio. Walls, floors, tables, were often festooned with hundreds of digitised snapshots of cuneiforms, elaborate cave paintings 
and wall friezes as Fer-hel-ti's protégée laboured intently often without breaks for days to unlock the secret of the ancients. “ I f  
anyone can do what I could not, it will be “my” boy,” Fer-hel-ti had often remarked. 

One favourite aspect that he and young Ti-mon particularly enjoyed was a small enclosed courtyard, six by six cubits, 
which had a small octagonal water feature and ceramic pots which Ken'sal-thi grew herbs in. The pool was partly covered in lilies. 
Swimming in the cool crystal recycled water were baby zabnacks which Ken'sal-thi had bought from the Velt despite the 
restrictions. Ti-mon always made sure no one was aware of them, especially the Director. 

Ti-mon used the courtyard when he was endeavouring to work out some stumbling block in his translations. He would 
pace around in circles, taking moments to sit down by the pool on the stone bench and let the babies slither over his palms. Then 
realization would strike and he would rush back into the room, ignoring the cup of Janthlia slowing going cold on his desk burying 
himself back in his work for another several hours without rest. His wife chastised him for the hours he spent there. 

Tel-shal'qui, now three cycles old, was due to start primary and despite her excitement there were tensions brewing that 
Ken'sal-thi endeavoured to quell like the newly constructed levee designed to hold back the winter floods. Ken'sal-thi acted as 
arbitrator, calming the storm, so in the morning when Ti-mon awoke, eyes bleary; having a good first meal of fried zabnack and 
G'kan juice he would admit that things would get better and that he would spend more time with his daughter. 

Ti-mon left the Scientifica, instigating his own flash flood in the process. Ken'sal-thi heard the shouting long before he 
emerged from the lift. He saw Ti-mon and Mal'dran've, friends since the Acdamanteliat become bitter and divided. Ti-mon was 
waving reams of printed paper, throwing them around the room pointing and cursing. Mal'dran've just stood there calm and 
collected standing in the eye of the storm for once.

 When Ti-mon realized he'd lost the argument he gathered up his personal papers and manuscripts, digital pictures 
despite Mal'dran've telling him they were Scientifica property, slamming them into a large plastic wallet before walking out into 
the corridor. Ken'sal-thi had tried to calm him down but Ti-mon simply told his Uncle that he had been right all along. He never 
came back. 

Most of Ti-mon's paraphernalia was archived; Mal'dran've took personal responsibility over the codex-isali. The existence 
of the zabnack nursery remained a secret. In time, when they eventually grew over four hundred centimetres in length Ken'sal-thi 
returned to the Velt to release them. Across the waters Ken'sal-thi had seen the facility for the first time in twenty two yarns.

 The excavation had been closed down for several yarns; the much needed funding to complete the dig never 
materialized. The pre-fab buildings were slowly falling into the marsh. The dig site was enclosed by a high security fence and 
despite the option of turning the site into a major tourist attraction, investment had been channelled into the Array and 
Hadvan'tor Fusion plant. Mal'dran've was too focused on the future. 

The past it seemed no longer mattered. 

* * * 
On the final evening that old Ken'sal-thi would ever know, his sleep was disturbed when he heard the noise. It was coming from 
gallery nineteen. He placed a shawl over his night-gown and took a torch. 

Most of the Vault was in shadow save for a few biolum globes which illuminated the galleries along the main access way. 
Gallery nineteen intersected the vault in two, one way headed towards the service elevators, the other towards the secure area. 
The noise was coming from the secure area.  

Ken'sal-thi switched on his torch. It wouldn't work. He went to a nearby switch and tried to switch on more globes but for 
some reason they too wouldn't work. 

“Is there anyone there?” 
Again the noise; it sounded like someone was talking. As he got nearer there were three voices and yet if he listened 

closely two of the voices were the same voice, subtle pitch and tonal variations. The door to the crèche was open. A blue hued light 



was partly illuminating the corridor through the gap in the slightly ajar thick oval vault door. 
Ken'sal-thi moved silently and observed through the gap. He could see two people. He recognized both of them. One was 

Director Mal'dran've. The other was Alpha Prime Ansar! 
Ken'sal-thi wasn't aware that the Alpha had arranged a visit to the Vault. He glanced up to one of the long narrow 

windows. It was dark outside. What was going on?  
He could not hear what they were saying but Ken'sal-thi eyes were drawn to the source of the blue light; an artefact from 

the olden days, shining like a living thing which was resting on a table between them.  
Something lashed out from inside the artefact. It was like a tentacle from a Zabnack except it was dark, thin and seemed 

to be made of solidified darkness twisting and turning upon itself into a cone with a sharp spike at the apex.  
It lashed out and struck the Senate Alpha on his forehead. He let out a sharp scream as part of the nebulous tentacle 

detached itself from the main body and slowly burrowed like a Veg'al maggot into the Alpha's head. Green rivulets of blood ran 
from the open wound and for a moment the Alpha's body slumped slightly backwards from the table, his right hands involuntary 
clutching one of the shelves where rare artefacts rattled on the shelves. As the last vestiges of the snapped tentacle infiltrated the 
statesman, the wound sealed leaving behind no visible scar. The artefact closed, and the blue light faded. 

“Do not worry,” Mal'dran've said calmly as he took a handkerchief from his breast pocket and wiped away smears of blood 
from the Alpha's face. “My driver will take you home. Go home. Sleep and everything will be clear in the morning. Please forward 
my regards to A'thli.” 

Ken'sal-thi found a place to hide. Despite his age he could still move quickly if he wanted to. He watched from behind 
shelves housing First Era pottery as the Senate Alpha and the Director emerged from the room. 

As soon as they left the crèche, the oval door slowly began to close automatically behind them. They both walked towards 
the elevator. Ken'sal-thi listened as the whine of the elevator descended. The Senate-Alpha's body still swayed slightly, his arms 
twitched involuntary. His left hand closed into a fist, then un-flexed, fingers splayed apart, almost trying to grasp. A chime 
announced the arrival of the lift.  Ken'sal-thi was then alone.

Ken'sal-thi couldn't sleep that night. He felt like a frightened child again. He watched the shadows around his small 
domicile, eyes darting, watching for movement. His mind tried to comprehend what he has seen that evening. What could he do? 
Who could he speak to? Who would believe him? His wife had ascended last equinox. Not that she would have believed him 
anyway. He switched on the small bioum globe next to his bed and took out a copy of the Ni-halio from the cabinet. 

He turned through the pages looking for words of comfort. One passage caught his eyes:

“By now the world was a place of wonders. Tall mountains; the highest peaks covered in snow. Rivers and Waterfalls. 
Forests and Grass. Succulent fruits grew on Daleval Trees. But apart from Ven-sani and her brother An-sal-Tal, it was 
quiet. 

One day, in the garden, her brother asleep underneath a nearby tree, Ven-sasi heard a new voice. It called to 
her by name. Ven-sani it said. Come down to the sea and speak to me. Ven-sani had been told by the singing star that 
she should not go to the beach alone. Her brother had told her not to go to the beach for that was the will of the Gods. 

Yet the voice was soft, seductive. Without making a sound as not to disturb An-sal-Tal's sleep, Ven-sani left the 
Garden and went to the beach. She looked across the blue sea and saw a column of flame fall from the sky. The flames 
made the sea churn and boil. The water turned red. Then, something came towards Ven-sani beneath the waves.  

She saw the Beast rise from the deep: obsidian with eyes of blood. Ven-sani was afraid. But the Beast 
reassured her. She smelled a sweet fragrance of honey and dew. The Beast crawled out of the sea and stood beside 
her. It told her its name….”   

Then he heard a sound. 
He looked up and Director Mal'dran've was standing there over his bed. His eyes were blood red and in the air Ken'sal-thi 

could just perceive the odour of honey and dew. 
He never said a word. In the final moments before his life finally ebbed away, Ken'sal-thi Vin-thor uttered a prayer to the 

Oracle hoping his isali would seek out Gev'ili Fer-hel-ti and see if he was interested in fishing for a few hours in the evening rays of a 
now setting sun. 



Less than two days. That's what we had. More accurately forty two hours and fifty three seconds give or take before the whole 
system became uninhabitable/wiped-out/or whatever the hell the Preons were doing. What mattered was Delvedia was in the 
proverbial deep stuff. 

As I passed by the second planetisimal my mind wandered back to the surreal conversation with Areshema's avatar. I still 
didn't know whether it was telling the truth or just being cryptic. Celestials operated on levels way above the minds of mortal men. 
Areshema was almost, I don't know, human. 

Delvedia was ahead, the planet still enveloped in massive auroras. As I got nearer I could see the UDI Adora in geo-stat 
orbit above the city some two hundred and five klicks below the broken clouds. I suspected Peter has started the end of the world 
party early. 

“Rider! You'r…..”
“Yeah I am. Did you….”
“I'm already planetside. We're preparing for planet-vac. So far the locals are co-operating with us but considering their quasi-

social-religious dynamic I'm still anticipating problems. Kiv-ch did a good job reassuring the populous but they're scared. I don't know 
how they'll react when we begin.”  

“You'll cope Peter! 
 “Did you find out what was causing the geo-storms?”
 “I did. Xander's squirting a sit-rep to you. It's complicated. Basic point is that even though the Sphere is gone, the process is 

still underway and unless I stop the source back here on Delvedia it'll be game over. Did you get in touch with Ti-mon?
“He's at a Medicom in Hel'thi District with me; squirting you the location.” 
“I need you to do something. You've got to detain Director Mal'dran've. I don't know how he exactly fits into all this but he's 

involved.”
“No can do. Mal'dran've left the Scientifica hours ago. No one knows where he went.”
“Do what you can to find him.”
“You said something about a source wave west of the city you're trying to trace. Check this out.” 
Quill relayed a live-feed of the Array to my HUD.
“Whole thing lit up like a Zanlan Tree on our sensor web. You know what this is Richie?” 
“I think I do. It's coming from some kinda tomb in the Western Velt, the archaeological dig Ti-mon and Mal'dran've worked at 

years ago before they fell out; they found some artefacts and if they were Celestial in origin then it all ties into what's going on. That's 
why I need Ti-mon, he knows more about all this ancient stuff than anyone I've met who's willing to speak to a Salthi about it. You ever 
heard of  The Others Peter during your time as.....well, have you?” 

“I came across loads of weird and downright frightening frak. It wasn't all slave traders and sentient planets. I think they're 
connected to the Proemials; you remember Thanos' little friend, the Chaos Sprite?  Tinkerbell with a bad ass attitude? 

The Proeminals had one mighty hate for the Celestials cause they stole their thunder; back then during the early days it was 
the Proeminals who had great ideas and ambitions for how this Universe should have evolved. Except they weren't a happy family; not 
all factions agreed and one particular faction wanted to take things down a real nasty path, those that followed the Chaos Lords – like 
Diableri, Xaszathgor, there's several and a lot of their names even I can't pronounce without biting my tongue! 

Anyway cutting to the chase cause I know how short your attention span can be Richie, the Chaos Lords used the Sprites as 
their agents even after the Chaos Lords along with the rest of the Proemials has their collective asses whipped by the  Celestials and 
were either imprisoned inside the Kyln Spheres for all eternity (till the Annihilation Wave fried them) or those that managed to elude 
capture went to some other universe. 

The masterminds might have gone Rich but like Tinkerbell, the servants remained – hiding in the shadows, waiting and 
watching, perhaps intent to carry on what their masters started or in her case serving other dread nasties like old purple puss. 
Anyways that’s das’t all. You think there's an Other here?”

“Yeah I do, I'm pretty sure its Mal'dran've; I saw some kinda weird shadow attached to his insides when Xander scanned him at 
the Helio Suite. Like a parasite but it's made up of these Preon particles; the same smart molecules that are now intent on destabilising 
the Oracle. I haven't got any idea what all this is about; I think this is all some kinda long term contingency plan that's been going for 
billions of years – they must have infiltrated the Kartel in order to get them to build the Sphere – unless of course the Kartel know and 
they're part of the plan too. Personally I don't give a fark – but I owe it to Areshema to stop this, at least in its tracks here. Send out an 
APB on Mal'dran've – I'll be seeing you in a sec.” 

“Okay. Quill over and out.”
*****
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I landed on the oval shaped grass verge directly in front of MediCEN Three. The grass was tidy, well cut. Framing each side of the 
verge was a curving polymer-concrete drive. Ambulances, buses and EmedProCen vehicles ferried a trickle of survivors in from 
the hospital's catchment area. 

A few metres away from where I'd touched down the UDI were setting up a phaser. It was seven metres tall consisting of 
two curving arcs. Each arc was constructed from three interlocking modules made from a polymite carbon fibre resin bonded with 
silver filaments of biomantimun to give its additional rigidity. Embedded in each arc was a translucent cylinder which glowed with 
a sliver/blue light. Between the towers lying on the floor was a hexagonal platform measuring two and a half metres wide. The 
hexagon glowed with a bright cyan light. I saw two UDI technicians, one sitting at a control dais using holographic servos 
presumably in synch with his armour's neural namomic link to calibrate a series of complex codes into the phaser. His head turned 
and looked towards the device. 

“Genocensus data transferred. Over two point six gigabits…how's integrity holding?“
“Nominal. Flux path holding. Photonic drift: point one two. Considering how far we're porting just as well.”
“Performing optimum pre-check test; inter-phasing nominal. Stand clear…” 
A blue column of incandescent light rose several metres from the hexagon. It only stayed on for a moment before winking 

out. 
“Coordinates established and locked. Link-up nominal. Wormhole stable. Test signal received at way-station and 

confirmed. We're operational.”
Personally I hate phasing, just like Doctor McCoy in Star Trek. The idea of having your atoms being unzipped and then 

catapulted from one point to another to be reassembled by a computer always made me feel queasy and yet Phase Ports were the 
most common form of mass public transport in the Verges. I'll stick to having my atoms in-synch with the Nova Force when I zoom 
through fold-space. Besides, the views are way more spectacular. 

 *****

I found Ti-mon in the MediCEN's reception area talking with Peter. It was pretty clear as crystal that something was bugging the 
guy, his face was agitated. Ti-mon's wife was sitting on a cream colored sofa in a secluded corner; her head buried in her hands, 
shaking while her husband was talking. Peter saw me enter.  

“What's wrong Ti-mon?” 
“My daughter, she's missing. Someone took her, someone who looked like me...”
“Tell me what's happened to Tel-shalqui…” 
Ti-mon told me everything. Occasionally he stopped speaking to re-compose himself, one eye glancing at his wife. His 

tears flowed. When he finished he went over to his wife, sitting next to her. She refused to acknowledge him at first, flinching from 
his touch. He spoke slowly, reservedly. Ti-mon needed privacy, an oasis of quiet to dull the chaos around him so I discreetly 
erected a phasic shield to dilute the noise, a subtle curtain of tangible gravitons they wouldn't realize was even there. 

Leaving Ti-mon alone I went over to the command dais where Sahmuq was coordinating drops for the planet wide evac. 
Peter came over to join me. 

 “What you do think Richie?”
“Unless Ti-mon's got a twin brother there's only one possible explanation, it's gotta be the Other. It must be able to morph 

Mal'dran've's physical body the same way Preons kept changing the Drones forms when they attacked me to protect the Sphere.” 
“Cep’t why take a little girl?” Sahmuq interjected. 
“The Other is smart, it knows we'll join the dots – and wants to be prepared in case shit happens.”

 “You're saying Mal'dran've is behind everything? “Ti-mon said incredulously. “To what's happened to our planet? And 
now he has my daughter! “

“It's not Mal'dran've, it's the thing inside him. You said he changed all those years ago. Almost as if he was a different 
person and that's why. He's just a puppet. The Other directs him to do whatever it takes to carry out its plan. It's been planning for a 
long long time. What's happening to the Oracle now is part of that plan, just as its now using your daughter to try an' stop us from 
interfering. Not that I going to let it...” 

“We must find her Nova. I want to come with you…”
“That wouldn't be wise Ti-mon. I...”
“Do you have children?” Ti-mon said suddenly. 
“No, but I have people I care about. Family…,” I said quietly. 
“And have they been in danger?”
“Sometimes…”
“And would you allow them to remain in danger? Would you stay on the sidelines?” 
“No. I wouldn't. I do anything I could. Do anything to keep them safe, anything.” I lowered my head, seeing in my mind's 

eye faces of Dad, Mom and Rob; light years away on a blue and green planet. “Okay,” I said reluctantly. “But stay close and do 
exactly as I say, when I say. We'll assess the situation as soon as we get there….”

“Do you need back-up?” Quill asked. 
“No, I'll be fine. Just get this planet evacuated ASAP!” 
I turned and headed towards the exit, waiting by the door. Outside I could see the shimmering spectral insubstantial halo 



of a localized dimensional event horizon as the phaser fired up. This time the Techs kept the phaser ticking over. Ti-mon crouched 
beside his wife, she looked up at him. He whispered a few words of comfort to his wife.  They held hands tightly for a brief few 
seconds. Ti-mon was about to come over to me when Peter came back running over. 

“You better take this….” 
He held out a concussion pulse smart-gun. It measured thirty centimetres long and weighed less than ten grams; light-

weight tri-plandanium composite casing able to fire multiple ion pulse blasts that could knock an elephant out at close range. It 
has its own internal A.I, hence smart, able to compensate distance and trajectory; in short just point and squeeze the trigger, no 
need to look through crosshairs. 

“You can use a gun?”
“I used to use a Daj'ri when I went hunting for Ban-jirn. But that was when I was a child. Nowadays it's illegal to hunt, most 

of the Velt lands are wildlife sanctuaries. Those that do still hunt in the mountains have to have licenses. But why do you want me 
to have it? I can't….”

“Just use it for self defence.” Peter replied. His eyes glanced at me. “Rich probably won't approve. Take it, just in case. It 
has two setting; stun and kill. “

Ti-mon reluctantly took the gun and tucked it through a loop in his belt. Peter was right. I didn't approve but under the 
circumstances….

***** 
Five minutes later I was in transit to the Western Velt holding Ti-mon in my arms. I surrounded him with a phasic bubble to keep 
him safe. Even so I could tell he was scared shitless flying high above the ground. 

We headed out across the city passing the suburbs till the structures, roads and gardens became fewer and fewer. The 
Metro loop marked the edge of the western city limits. After that I saw green fields criss-crossed with aquaflows, the widest one 
Ti-mon told me to follow as it lead to a pumping station on the Eskril River.  

“There's the river Nova, beyond that lies the start of the Velt and it continues up to the edge of the central mountain 
range.” 

“And the dig site?”
“Twenty Kelivics give or take: keep the river bends to your left till I tell you to follow the Jannon Tributary.”  
Xander, is the signal still transmitting? 
Getting stronger as we get closer. 
Good. Keep us low, not that it'll matter much. I think we're going to be expected... 

*****
The Eskril River had been dredged decades ago to allow ships to navigate down to the city's leisure resort, stretched to the 
horizon towards the mouth of the ocean delta forty kilometres away. Ti-mon indicated the tributary to me and I veered left hard 
crossing the river to follow it to the dig site. 

The Jannon Tributary had also been dredged to transport construction materials to the dig facility. I maintained an 
altitude of three hundred metres curving my trajectory on a north-westerly arc. In the far distance I could see a snow capped 
mountain range which divided the continental mass, separating the lowlands from a large plateau which rose over two thousand 
metres high.  

Over the last hour the sky had gotten noticeably darker, taking on a blue/purple haze as light from the Oracle was 
increasingly polarized by the Preon ring now clearly visible, bisecting the star neatly in two. 

The auroras were now visible in the twilight as energetic particles from the local star assaulted Delvedia's 
magnetosphere. Beyond, there was a sprinkling of stars marking the distant outer spiral of Andromeda C, its path obscured by the 
Inkblot.   
 Two minutes later as the tributary became wider I made visual contact with the facility. The whole surrounding area 
flickered in an ethereal lightshow, as if bathed in a spectacular firework display celebrating the fourth of July. 

The facility itself consisted of twenty inter-locking modules, symmetrical domes with convex roofs, walls built from plas-
carbine sheeting painted brown and green. It stood on a relatively flat piece of reclaimed land which Ti-mon told me had been 
drained, the estuary waters held back by a semi-circular levee. 

In front of the facility was a walkway, forty metres long, projecting out into the estuary. An octagonal platform resting on 
eighteen pontoons floated on the fast flowing blue/grey estuary waters, pre-tensile Tellurium mooring lines wrapped with 
Carbonite seals stretched tightly to permanent plas-crete anchors situated ten metres below the raging surface. 

Ti-mon told me that most of the walkway usually traversed across large mud flats; slit accumulating against the boulders 
of the artificial river bank. Now the mud-flats were submerged, the estuary levels higher due to the recent storms. If it began 
raining heavily in the mountains again it was likely the water levels would rise further. Since the levee's construction over forty 
years ago it had never been breached but even now the water level was less than ten metres from the top. 

Beyond the facility I could see the mound, The Van'tai. It was approximately twelve metres high encompassing an area 
under forty square metres. It was a noticeable landmark as most of the surrounding land was flat in comparison. It stood out in the 
growing darkness moreso because I could see glowing energy rippling across the top of it like St Elmo's fire; focussed into a tight 



beam which was aimed directly towards the star. 
The walkway lead to the Van'tai's entrance, framed with large lintel stones resting on a raised modern semi-circular 

platform above the excavation trenches. The whole site was surrounded by a separate high wall modular fence. 
I could see patches of lichens and blue hued tendrils snaking over the surfaces of the facility modules. Nature was 

reclaiming her territory. Inlaid into the modules were large circular windows of trans-polymer plates reflecting subdued sun light. 
Some of them were cracked. Several roofs had nests of trans-comm towers; dishes and aerials, festooned with snaking cables and 
junction boxes shielded against sea corrosion. They still looked new. Atop the central administration module was a viewing 
platform; oval shaped, giving a perfect three hundred and sixty degree view of the area. 

We landed outside the modules on the pontoon. Ti-mon didn't head for the reception module straightaway; he was 
looking at something. I followed his line of sight and saw a solitary shallow grave, the headstone partly covered with reeds. Ti-
mon made an elaborate symbol with his hands, and spoke quietly; some kinda prayer. Then he nodded and we headed towards 
the Reception Module at the far end of the pontoon. I saw the air was full of flies. I could make out their infernal buzzing even 
though my helmet. Swarms clustered around the mud flats darting through the cooling air. 

“Veg'al files; never seen so many.”
“Do they bite?”
“Only during the mating season.” Ti-mon reassured me. “They’re harmless now; they used to be carriers of Hal-thri until 

the Scientifica found a vaccine to counter-react it. Tel-shal-qui was lucky; at three yarns it became mandatory for all children to be 
automatically inoculated.” 

We passed through the gates and entered the reception module. Seals around the ceiling lights had ruptured in places 
allowing rain water to seep in. Discarded paper and lichens created a natural/modern mosaic over the floor tiles. Ti-mon lead me 
along a corridor, through a set of double doors.

Before we reached the main stairwell, I saw a number of abandoned laboratories behind broken glass partitions. 
Technology had been taken out and transferred back to the Scientifica; all that was left were work benches, festooning wires and 
cables and several over-toppled chairs, pools of water coming from cracks in the ceiling and lingering memories.

 “What went on in here?” I asked.
“We did most of the cataloguing in here. Restoration. Analysis. My wife worked in here. We met during the first year of the 

dig. She specialised in carbon-dating. We had a lot in common. Professional curiosity and love for the past. One thing lead to 
another.”

“Always the way.” 
We got to the stairs. Above, the stairs went to Administration and the observation deck. We went down. The stairwell 

wrapped itself tightly like a coil waiting release. We went down six levels before we emerged back outside onto a short metallic 
gangway which linked to the walkway.

 Again I could hear the sounds of flies buzzing. Most of the dig was covered in ply-carbonate panels to protect the ancient 
architecture from the elements.  At the far end was the portal leading into the mound. By now there was a distinctive smell of 
ozone in the air. 

Ti-mon was fascinated by the extraordinary light show hovering over the mound. From our vantage point it was clear the 
base of the beam originated from within the mound. Eerie still there was no sound, no special effects; just ghostly light flowing in 
a tightly contained beam shimmering overhead. 

Rich, I'm detecting elevated energy surges within the electromagnetic cocoon localised around the mound. 
I stopped walking and stood still looking towards the mound. Ti-mon stood by me. 
“What is it?” Ti-mon said. 
“Not sure, just hold on a second...”  
I got Xander to project a three-dimensional holographic representation of the immediate surroundings through my visor 

array for Ti-mon to see.
The oval shaped depression which defined the mound's exterior topography was represented by a series of green lines 

that shadowed the contours of the site. Above, represented in amber, was a tight sine-wave formation projecting out of the oval 
at a thirty degree angle directly in alignment with the Array, one hundred and twenty kilometres above the planet's mesosphere. 
Beyond that, the wave was heading away from Delvedia towards the local star. Even so, the mound's internal layout still looked 
incomplete. I needed to tighten the resolution to get a better look. 

“You've got better results than we ever managed.” Ti-mon was impressed.
“Yeah I read your notes. Except it isn't where I thought the transmission source would be.” I glanced back to the nest of 

communication towers which cast long skeletal shadows over the walkway. 
“Did you leave any tech in there?” I said indicating the mound ahead. 
“Not that I recall. In fact any technology we used often broke down for no reason, but as soon as if left the vicinity of the 

Van'tai it started working again. We had to use bacterial based biolum lighting to see. Ordinary biolum globes wouldn't work. We 
were relieved to get the cap-stone open without incident. Geo-resonance scanning was hit and miss. What data we got just gave 
us estimates; physical finds confirmed the age of the site, who built it. Even so we never confirmed if the tomb had been utilized. 
No burials were ever found or how extensive it really was.”

“There's a localized EM field surrounding the mound, not enough to keep anyone out but enough to cause equipment to 



periodically malfunction without effective shielding. Something must be generating it, unless those stones have some kind of 
semi-conductive properties that your ancestors managed to harness. If I access my suit's IBDIS we should get a better idea of the 
situation and pinpoint the exact transmission source.”

“Why do that? Tel-shal-qui's in there.” Ti-mon began running towards the mound. I understood how he felt but I had to 
act. I flew up and over him landing in front of the short flight of steps leading into the Van'tai. 

“Ti-mon…you can't…”
“Let me pass.”
“We need to go in prepared. No telling what's waiting for us in there. If you rush in it could place your daughter in danger.”  
“She's in danger Nova! Standing here debating isn't going to change anything unless we….”
Ti-mon tried to walk around me. I gripped his shoulders, looking at him close up, right in his eyes, my helmet reflecting in 

those large tear stained irises…
“Listen! Do you trust me?”
“Yes…I”
“You trusted me when the waters were rising. I got everyone out of the Arcade alive right…..trust me now. I know what to 

do….”
“Okay. We're cool?” 
“Cool?” 
“Forget it.” 
I made my way up to the top of the steps, stepping over the single gauge track which ran from underneath the security 

doors towards the river. I extended my hand and allowed Xander to extrude a small filament of nanos into the stone work. 
On the floating holographic display Infra Beam Detection Identification and Status came online; a small icon flashed in 

the corner: a Skrull wearing a mortar-board. IBDIS had been developed by the Skrulls but the Kree had improved the tech, made it 
more reliable. Xandarians Black-ops acquired the patients during the height of the Second Empire War; gave us a whole new 
perspective into the quantum world. As the nanos invaded the molecular structure of the stones, micro processors scanned 
component atoms, sending datastreams back to Xander for analysis. They also scanned for biological material; if Tel-shal-qui and 
Mal-dran've were here, they'd find them. 

 I gave them a few minutes. Slowly, layer by layer the nanos worked their way through the Van'tai. The whole structure 
unfolded in front of our eye, a long central corridor sloping downhill towards the central ante-chamber. Large lintel stones at two 
metre intervals created archways supporting the roof. Just before the Dolemai I could make out several smaller ante-chambers, 
three on either side of the central avenue. Even so the central part of the structure was obscured by a plasma bloom, a riot of 
controlled electromagnetic chaos, its epicentre focused within the Dolemai. 

“You ever saw anything like this?”
“Not that I can recall.”
Barely discernible within the bloom was a life-sign with a Delvedian DNA signature. Estimating the bio-mass I didn't need 

to be an Einstein to figure out who it was. 
“Tel-shal-qui?”
I nodded. I looked at the readout and saw something that caused my mouth to express a notable sign of worry that 

thankfully Ti-mon didn't notice at the time. 
“What's that?” 
I saw a ghostly image superimposed below the ancient structure. IBDIS began to enhance details, again pealing away 

layers. The image that formed wasn't what I expected to find and neither did Ti-mon but it was real. The “chamber” was cylindrical 
measuring one and a half thousand metres long, thirty metres wide lying horizontal, resting approximately twenty five metres 
below the Van'tai's central ante-chamber. It was a tomb. 

IBDIS estimated the humanoid figure was approximately eight hundred metres long, its entire body sheathed in a tri-
bonded composite armour, its arms crossed over its upper chest like an Egyptian Pharoah; legs close together, feet pointing 
upwards. 

The armour was predominantly crimson edged with gold relief; a repeating pattern of equilateral triangles altering with 
squares rotating at ninety degree angles outlining two large shoulder pads that made me think for a second I was looking at some 
kind of cosmic linebacker. The stylised face wasn't designed to express emotion. The eyes were closed. On the forehead was an 
illuminated half circle, kind of like the tilak Hindus wear. The stem of the plasma bloom bled out of the “eye”. There was no mouth 
to show a smile or sing a happy song or shout out loud when angry. Further down I had to raise a slight inward smile myself, before 
the endless shadows of a near starless sky had hidden it from view. It was wearing a metal skirt, comprised of several segmented 
tassels, the widest one, flowing down covering his/her/its crotch was stylized with a large white circle surrounded by fifty smaller 
circles, also white. 

Besides the eye, I now saw plasma streams penetrated the figure in five other places; drawing through roundels similar to 
the ones that formed the circulatory flow for Nova Force in my own armour. Two were embedded in the abdomen, two in the feet 
and one more which I suspected was on the figure's back as I could see a plasma discharge arcing inwards just below where the 
shoulders blades were. 

“Blazes Xander is that what I think it is!”



There's no doubt Rich. It's a Celestial! It's Areshema's body!! 

****

We entered the Van'tai cautiously just as the first drops of rain began to fall. Ti-mon kept one of his hands close to the pistol he'd 
holstered into his belt. His eyes kept looking left and right searching every shadow, nook and cranny half expecting Mal'dran've to 
suddenly jump out and say “boo”. Mal'dran've had to be here and yet so far no sign of him, even the IBDIS wasn't registering him. 

Above our heads I saw dozens of translucent globes thirty centimetres in diameter filled with bioluminescent bacterium. 
They were feeding off nitrates locked into the surrounding rocks, giving out an eerie glow predominantly blue in tone.

 In the distance I could see a glowing halo at the far end of the avenue. It cast fingers of scattered light, kinda like the 
effects I saw used at the Falling Man concert. The floor sloped downhill at a sedate ten degree angle. Every five metres there was a 
slight drop, an irregular step in the perfectly laid flagstones. I saw several dozen cables running along the right hand edge of the 
tunnel following alongside the narrow gauge railway track which had been used to ferry mud and slurry out of the avenue. Nearby 
I could see one of the trucks, squat, rusting, tipped on its side. 

As we went deeper, the thermal imaging array on the HUD registered significant drops in temperature. Near the top, the 
stone walls, floor and ceiling had been predominantly pink in hue absorbing heat from the Oracle but now the scale was dipping 
into cyan hues. A thin coating of ice now covered the ancient stonework, reflecting strobes of light coming from the Dolemai. 
Small icicles festooned from large scallop shaped lintels like sliver translucent daggers. 

“Is it always like this in here?” I asked.
 “Even in the summer, it rarely reached above zero; the ante-chamber was iced over when we finally uncovered the seal, 

over two metres thick.  We started to uncover the seal, melting the ice, pumping the slurry out to the river but every time we got so 
far the ice reformed within a cycle. We used thermal induction coils to keep the temperature stable after we breached the 
chamber but eventually they kept breaking down, just like everything else did. In the end we found the best way to power 
equipment was to utilize the roof boxes free of obstruction and reflect sunlight with parabolic mirrors to power the pico-electric 
cells, ancient methodology worked best. Pleased Fer'hel'ti no end.”

Xander confirmed the plasma net was the cause of the temperature variations.Thermalresonance imaging detected 
convection currents, indicating that the plasma was circulating in an anti-clockwise direction around the chamber producing the 
EM field I'd detected earlier. Whereas the massive super scaled network has drawn energy from stars, here the tubules drew heat 
from Delvedia's outer mantle, ten miles below. 

Below the Celestial, the plasma reached an average temperature of well over one thousand degrees Kelvin. At the apex, 
the temperature dropped to minus fifteen degrees below freezing forming an intricate super-conductor.  

“So what was this Fer'hel'ti like?” 
“He was an extraordinary individual. It was such a privilege to work for him. He knew this place held so much significance 

for our races' cultural identity. I hope his Isali is looking down and witnessing what we've found. He would have been truly amazed, 
truly humbled, to know everything he worked for has been vindicated. Yet now there's a chance that everything he knew is not 
what it seems. Worse, everything could be undone, because I feel it…”

“Feel what?”
“Don't you feel it?” Ti-mon said, his pupils reflecting the glow of an overhead biolum globe as we entered a slightly wider 

section of the avenue. “It's the calmness…it's the only way I could describe it back then, but edged with trepidation, with 
uneasiness, as if we knew we we're stepping into the realm of the Tripartite, back to the beginnings of our civilization, virgin 
territory, unknown, drawing us in…a feeling of knowing, needing to know where our race began, the first words we uttered, the 
first songs we sang to our children to praise the Oracle for our existence. Yet now, it feels different again…foreboding. I…” I saw 
tears streaming down his face. 

“Hang in there. You need to stay focused. Your daughter's depending on you. It's not far…” 
I heard buzzing. I saw flies wafting through the air around us, tiny dots wafting through the purple-hued sunbeams from 

the unobstructed roof-boxes overhead. Below the lintels running along the top of the walls along the length of the avenue were 
murals. 

The friezes depicted several different scenes. Some showed stick figures gathering crops, ploughing fields, fishing. 
Others showed domestic scenes, cooking, feasting. Several depicted ritualistic combat scenes almost Romanesque. Crowds of 
stick figures watching as warriors circled one another with spears or swords. The one thing that cropped up a lot were figures lying 
on the ground. From their bodies wavy lines flowed from them intermingling together into a complex arrangement that 
transversed each separate slab.  

At the bottom of the friezes I saw rows and rows of symbols. Celestial cuneiforms which over time had been adapted to 
form the Delvedian written word. 

“Ti-mon. What do all those wavy lines represent?”
“The carvings date from the First era, rendered by the Ice people, the indigent tribes who managed to survive an ice-age 

that enveloped this planet for several thousand cycles. We think the lines represent the Si-asi; the soul paths ours Isali's take as 
they ascend to the Oracle after our corporeal bodies cease to be.” 

“Yeah, a lot of cultures on my homeworld have similar beliefs. In fact they're quite common. Different stories but 
essentially they all have the same plot and same happy ending….well most times.”  



We had reached the bottom third of the tunnel. HUD panes indicated that thirty metres of rock and soil forming the apex 
of the mound was directly above our heads while sensor arrays indicated the EM field has risen as we were now on the periphery of 
the plasma bloom. 

The entire tunnel was now bathed in the blue/purple flickering light. I had to overlay a tinted screen to stop seeing spots 
before my eyes but Ti-mon didn't seem bothered. I'd noticed Delvedians possessed a second semi-transparent eyelid which slid 
into place over their irises whenever they were in a brightened area. 

As soon as Ti-mon saw the Dolemai ahead his pace quickened. The cables which ran back to a mobile solar power 
generator located outside the Van'tai now branched off into separate bundles lying scattered across the floor like undulating 
creepers in some exotic jungle. Enveloping the portal was a shimmering energy field, just like the one that had surrounded the 
core. Unperturbed, Ti-mon continued to move towards it. 

“Don't move any nearer…” I said raising my voice but Ti-mon just ignored me. I wasn't surprised. Because there 
suspended within a pure white plasma column spewing up from a two metre wide circular portal directly below her was Tel-shal-
qui. 

Her eyes were open filled with a white light. Her face was serene showing no sign of pain or distress. Her arms lay by her 
side and her long black hair wafted around her head and shoulders as if blown around by an evening breeze. I could smell ozone in 
the air. 

As I got nearer I saw Tel-shal-qui wasn't alone. Suspended just above her almost touching her head was an octagonal 
sphere about the size of a basketball. Its eight mirrored surfaces reflected the pulsing streams of light, refracting the streams 
down the tunnel like some kinda bizarre disco glitter ball. 

As I looked, I called up Ti-mon's notes and accessed extracts referencing to God's Tear. Ti-mon seemed to be the only one 
who possessed any images of it. They'd been surreptitiously taken by one of Fer'hel'ti's students while it had been temporarily 
housed in one the facility's labs. Xander had done a cross-reference search through the Scientifica's own extensive inventory. It 
contained entries on every artefact excavated from sites across the continent over the last two hundred years. Looking at the 
thing I saw it was covered in now familiar Celestial hieroglyphs which were glowing. Xander scanned the eight sided sphere and 
had a good inking what it was. 

A Celestial Gestation Node Rich. Put simply it's a -- 
Cocoon? Egg? What's it doing to Tel-shal'qui? 
“Tel-shal'qui! Tel-shalqui! I'm here. I'm…“
Rich! Stop him! There's....
As soon as Ti-mon crossed the threshold there was a blinding discharge of energy which surrounded Ti-mon's slim body. 

He hung suspended like a fly caught in amber gripped by invisible hands, scooping him off the ground. 
Then, in one swift motion his body was flung back towards the entrance back to the avenue. I reacted immediately and 

caught him enveloping his body in a pliable gravimetric “cushion” which gently lowered him onto the cold ice-slicked stone slabs.  
 “Is my little star alive?” 
“She's okay as far as I can tell.”  
I lied. Xander had analysed Tel-shal-qui's condition. She was alive but not in a good way. Her morphic template was losing 

molecular cohesion as energetic energies seeped from the octagonal sphere into her body forming some kinda symbiotic 
partnership. 

If there was something else alive in there it has formed a bond with her. It was ironic. I'd told Tel-shal-qui about St George 
fighting the dragon, the story had made her smile and yet now she was being devoured by an elemental dragon, her genetic 
structure bleeding into the fabric of the plasma bloom, some kind of sophisticated genetic analysis was taking place.

 I should have said something to Ti-mon but I needed to keep Ti-mon focused. If he knew his daughter was in danger, 
especially as he was armed I would have to deal with a parent whose emotional outpourings would no doubt drive him to do 
something equally reckless as walking into an energy barrier. Not that I could blame him. I'd acted the same way when Rob got 
involved in one of my own “situations” and ended up losing a finger.  

I shouldn't have refused Ti-mon's request. I should've left him with Peter. He would've ensured he and the rest of the 
populous were phased out and I should've gone straight to the Velt and dealt with this alone. 

I was still mentally kicking myself. If I'd taken more notice of the irregular energy signals from the Velt I could've sorted this 
ages ago, maybe salvaged the situation. Then again I could've gone straight to the star and tried to deal with the Sphere but who 
would have saved Ti-mon and the Arcade survivors if Xan-Yalnan's bucket crews hadn't reached them in time. It always came 
down to decisions yet if I couldn't save Tel-shal-qui I'd have to be the one to tell him. I stood as close to the shimmering field as I 
dared keeping Ti-mon behind me. 

Any chance I can get through that field Xander?
You could Rich; there's a chance it may cause negative feedback and harm Tel-shal-qui. 
Then there's only one option open.
As it was, Ti-mon anticipated my mind. 
“Mal'dran've!! Mal'dran've!! Show yourself!” Ti-mon shouted, cupping two of his his hands around his mouth, his voice 

reverberating down the avenue. “I know you're here! I know what you've done! I can't comprehend why you have done all this, not 
that it matters to me. All I want is my daughter. She's done nothing to you! Let her go…”



“We are more than happy to reciprocate.” a distorted voice replied, echoing around us. “However we've always believed 
in accountability. Balance is so important to us.” 

Where is he Xander?
I can't get a precise lock Rich; I'll try and edit out the plasma bloom energies and tighten resolution. 
Do that, don't take--
“Too long....Oh don't be surprised we can hear your mind Salthi and that of your Xandarian intelligence, though we 

confess parts of it we cannot quite perceive. We will eventually given time. As the Centurion politely chose to spare you some pain 
Ti-mon, your daughter is in some discomfort, such is the process of the gestation node. Her bio-functions are stable, how long 
they remain stable depends entirely what decision you and the Salthi make but mostly it's up to you Ti-mon.” 

“You keep saying “we”, I take it that's the Other as well as you speaking now Mal'dran've?” 
“That is correct Centurion. For the most part each aspect of us has remained influential as when necessity acquires; the 

Other making the unconscious decisions allowing the body to carry out the tasks at hand. It is a symbiotic partnership that works 
very well.”

“Which means when it comes down to it the Other really is nothing but a parasite created from Preon particles?”
“We are Preon particles; we are the darkness made sentience. Yet for a long time we were merely servants to a higher 

power. “
“You mean the Chaos Lords. You didn't like their pension plan?” 
“We used to serve Xaszathgor, in loyalty and in obedience yet when he became trapped in the spaces within spaces our 

kind had the opportunity to do better than what he, or the Celestials could ever conceive for this universes' destiny – or that of the 
higher planes of cosmic consonance. You do not realize how much you have become dependent upon us.”

“How so? 
“We are concept, Centurion, we are ideology. Ambition. Raw emotions. We are your desires and your carnal impulses, 

wants and needs. You owe us so much to call what you perceive as existence and you never realised it. Compared to us Centurion 
what you have fought pales into insignificance. Celestials visited your world four times just as they visited Xandar four times, just 
as they do any other world and systems throughout time and space until the time the Merger begins and heralds the end of all 
things. Yet without us you would never be prepared for that ending, you would not live through it. It is time for us to take a more 
active role.” 

“I don't care about any of that!” Ti-mon shouted around the chamber. “What I care about is my daughter. What are you 
doing to her?”

“She's a lure, Ti-mon, a bargaining chip.” I said “He wants us to agree to something. Am I right?”  
“We do have a proposition Ti-mon, for both of you.”
“Go on...”
“Don't listen to him Ti-mon, I urged. “He can't be....”
“Don't tell me what to do Nova!” 
Ti-mon took the pistol and aimed it at me. “I don't want to use it, seeing what you can do it probably won't harm you but 

please stay out of this. What do you want Mal'dran've?” 
 “A trade. We will release your daughter. In return the Centurion will take her place becoming our next vessel after this 

form expires - which it will. That is inevitable. Make your choice Ti-mon.”
“Don't listen to him. He won't let her go. There's a reason why he took her. There's a reason for everything that's 

happened. Tel-shal-qui, she's…..”
“She's what?” Ti-mon said, still holding the gun towards me, his eyes still circling around into nearby recesses where 

ancient stones observed the drama unfolding. 
“Ti-mon. I'm on your side. Mal'dran've and the monster inside him are playing with you, trying to psyche you out. I…”
“We've had our differences Ti-mon. Some of the decisions we made were regretful but they were necessary. Do you 

remember the day you first showed me this place?”
“It was a long time ago.” Ti-mon replied with a distinct tinge of regret.
“It changed my life Kin'sai. Until we came here I was always sceptical. I had no faith. Numbers, they defined my life. You 

and Fer-hel'ti showed me that there was so much more to our world. That day I learned the truth. I embraced the truth. We will all 
embrace it Ti-mon.”

“What's he's talking about Ti-mon? I said. “What happened?” 
“Let me show you that I am sincere Ti-mon. The Other has given me the privilege.” 
Suddenly a “gap” appeared in the barrier. It didn't recede completely but it was large enough for us to gain access to Tel-

shal'qui. Intuition told me that it was a trap; Maldran've was playing cat and mouse with us….. 
“I mean you no harm Kin'sai. Let me take the Centurion and I will allow you and Tel-shal-qui to depart. You have my word, 

mine alone.”
“You gave me your word once but you took everything away from me. I lost my position, my self esteem. Only my family 

helped me through. Why should I believe you now? ”
“Don't believe him Ti-mon. He's lying. He's…….”
“You would rather believe what a Sal'thi? tells you? He does not know our world! How can you believe anything he has told 



you? ….” 
 “You killed Alpha-Prime An'sar?” I challenged endeavouring to call Maldran've's bluff. “Because he found out that your 

partner Tan-Kiret was importing design concepts supplied by the Veil Kartel! You utilized them to patent technology to finance the 
God's Eye Project so you could ultimately use the Array to ensure the Sphere became part of your design, not the Kartel's!  And 
An'sar found out, maybe he knew spiritually or had a hunch or something and that cost him his life – you killed him.”  

“No we did not. We allowed him to glimpse the truth – shared a part of our essence with him. He was content to do 
whatever it took to ensure this planet and its people reached its highest ideals – yet to do so they had to leave behind the old ways 
and embrace the unknown. With our influence he campaigned vigorously to bring forward that new hope, new prospects but 
eventually we realised that he had no part to play after the inception of God's Eye. He suspected what its true purpose was and 
when he confronted us we gave him an ultimatum. He chose to allow his isali to ascend, rather than accept the destiny we offered 
his people.“ 

“And what's that exactly. Oh let me have a guess. You're some high echelon Other; but you don't have any Others of your 
kind to confer with, no chain of command. You need to create more of your kind so you've hoping to use the Delvedian gene pool 
with Celestial tech. To do that you need to bombard this planet with certain unique radiation which comes from the Oracle, that’s 
what you’re doing to the star! 

....And all of that and somehow triggered a response in their dna structure – and you know all about that because of the 
inoculations against Hal-thri epidemics given to every kid when they turn three. That's why you took Tel-shal-qui, she would have 
been one of first to have the treatments when they were made more accessible to the people after the Reformists made it one of 
their top priorities after the election so you want to see if the potential for your kind to adapt it is still there except your idea hasn't 
gone exactly as you wanted it to.

 The Preon particles the Kartel use have a different energy signature to yours, maybe their part artificial, they obey 
instinctive instructions from Areshema's memory core they conscripted but not the impulses and drives that yours have to do it 
independently, that's why when I was fighting the drones they never replicated things exactly. You're trying to make them 
compatible but it won't work which is good for me because my A.I was able to synch the difference and can tell exactly where you 
are! LOOK OUT TI-MON!!” 

Suddenly, darkness surrounded Ti-mon. He instinctively raised his arms, flailing the air, trying to fan the dark nebulous 
cloud away from him. The cloud congealed into a denser, almost solid mass roughly two metres in height taking on a vague 
humanoid shape, smothering Ti-mon's entire body. I saw his frightened face disappear into the mass, his left hand the only part of 
him that I could now see instinctively trying to reach for the smart-gun but missing the mark. 

Then, Ti-mon's body was flung out of the mass against one of the supporting columns of the chamber. Trickles of dust 
wafted down from the ceiling coating his body which slouched slowly onto the floor, dazed and drifting into unconsciousness.

I watched my body tensing as the mass took on a more familiar form. Mal'dran've's body wrapped in a dark bodysuit 
comprised of preon particles. He extended his left hand and I saw a miasma of preons rise from his palm - slowly hovering over 
towards Ti-mon's body. 

Mal'dran've inclined his head towards me, no sign of any emotion on his face. I looked at his face and saw that in the time 
we'd last seen each other he looked older. Parts of his flesh were peeling away exposing dark swirling energy underneath which I 
assumed was the Other's true transdimensional form.  

“So how do you plan to stop us Centurion?” Mal'dran've and the Other said together at once, their voices sounding like 
coke cans being crushed in a compactor at full tilt. “Kill me? Oh yes you have a taste for it now, that first killing blow always taints 
the soul and once that happens you can never really take a step back. We know. We watched how the Ice People killed themselves 
over the decades as the snows began to fall, a blizzard than did not stop until the entire planet's ecosystem was almost wiped out. 
They had no Ja'th to hunt, they had no berries to pick from the trees that hung over the small streams of the tundra that millions of 
years later after the glaciers retreated became the Western Delta. 

They killed each other like animals, we lost count how many bodies we had to use until only two great warriors were left, 
skin coated in blood of the fallen. Only the strongest could ensure we survived so that we could use his mind, adapt it so he could 
build me the pod from her corpse so we could sleep – he worked quickly because as you can see unless a body is strong it quickly 
succumbs to the primal energies of my kind. Did she tell you it was her fault? 

Oh yes it was her fault. When Areshema fell from the sky her passage disrupted the magnetic fields around the globe 
causing a Snowball Effect that plunged Delvedia into a winter that only thanks to cause and effect from the Oracle ended the cycle 
and began life anew. It was a long wait; we endured inside our pod as creatures and remnants of tribes that survived in the deep 
mountain caves or on distant shores of the Farlands are so readily adaptable – a similar cycle that has happened on countless 
other worlds, including your own. They are genetically adaptive to host our brethren when the time comes, to spread the word of 
our second coming. “ 

“That's not going to happen, not on my watch. “ I said definitely. “Folks have ways and means of dealing with night time 
terrors like you; for an extradimesional entity that's seen so much and had too long a nap you're pretty thick. Yeah Areshema told 
me what happened but I think the Ice People, even though they wouldn't know an I-dent key code from a banana figured what you 
were when you began occupying their friend's bodies. They must've found Areshema's body and buried it – they wouldn't have 
known Celestial armor can remain perpetual for centuries, that only a heart of a sun could even remotely destroy its integrity 
shielding and breech the inner dimensions allowing a Celestial consciousness to separate. 



Or in Areshema's case she opted to voluntarily split part of her mind away from the whole so it could bide its time and 
come back and put an end to you – while the remaining part kept things ticking over down there, unable to do anything physically 
but she used her influence to ensure some of Ti-mon's ancestors knew what you were, that's why they drew the pictures on the 
walls around us, how the secret knowledge passed down through family into the Ni-halio because you're not the only thing that's 
made Delvedians what they are. They stay in the light of the Oracle because anyone knows that light will always keep the shadows 
at bay. I don't believe in coincidences – but maybe she wanted to ensure she got integrated into the Kartel's Sphere, even though 
it caused her so much pain – maybe she wanted to feel it because perhaps even a Celestial can maybe feel some pity or sympathy 
or repentance for bringing something like you into this Universe. I don't know for sure but then I'm just a boy from Long Island 
who's used to being knocked down – but I always get back up, and she did too.”

“What do you mean Sal'thi? Unless...”
“Yeah, you figured it out. You know I carry a Xandarian Node in my head but mine's sharing headspace with another. That's 

why you can't read parts of Xander's mind. She knows what kind of monster you are and she's been dying to meet you for billion of 
years! You're about to have a long overdue reunion!” 

Now Xander, do exactly what your Dad did to the Annihilation Wave. Headshot! 
I felt Areshema's presence once again, a ghost in the shell who was seeking justice and most of all an ending. I saw a 

nebulous curtain of light emerge from my suit, her spirit or whatever you want to call it, had been cocooned inside Xander's near 
infinite memory cache, a wonder of Xandarian n-model tech just as the Other has used the gestation node to keep its integrity 
intact while it has remained dormant and evolution moved on for those that survived the ice.

 It moved quickly across the Dolemai and for a moment I sorta figured it was going to attack Mal'dran've. Instead it dived 
down into the floor of the chamber phasing through rock into the vast sleeping chamber below. 

“No! They must not join! They cannot join!”
I felt a slight vibration beneath my feet; on my HUD display, Xander tracked Areshema's essence. It went directly towards 

the head of her giant sleeping Celestial body and passed through the partially glowing half circle symbol on her forehead. Those 
giant eyes remained closed but Xander detected a series of elevated spikes in the electromagnetic field. Long silent Celestial 
cogs, circuits and bio-lines were slowly coming back online as Areshema's consciousness began to take cognitive control over her 
body. She was slowly waking it up from its long overdue sleep. 

“Guess what? I don't think she wants to hear you. You've done enough collateral damage.”
Something caught my eye. The energy between the pod and Tel-shal-qui was fluctuating too. It flickered like a strobe 

light, I had to cover my eyes unless I went goo-gah looking at it but then it cut out and the young girl's body went limp and began to 
fall. I whipped up a phasic bubble and caught her, keeping her body hovering above the ice slicked slabs. 

Then the vibrations began to get stronger. Large cracks opened up in the floor, stone slabs falling down through the 
widening gap right in front of Mal'dran've. He attempted to keep his balance but that gave me an opportunity I just had to exploit. I 
quickly used my other hand and fired a compressed gravimetric pulse straight at the fluctuating electromagnetic field, using it 
like a flipper on a pinball machine to ricochet it right into the small of his back; it made him pitch forward towards the ever 
widening gap. 

Soon as he fell forward, a blue arc of energy came out of the gap ensnaring him. The beam gripped him tightly and before I 
could say some appropriate witty remark, Mal'dran've vanished into the void of the sleeping chamber. 

Looks like me an’ Areshema managed to slay a dragon as well.
Areshema's mind pulled him into the thermal shaft that goes down towards the planet's outer mantle. I think it'll take 

him quite a while to fall.  
Das't shame. I really wanted to punch his lights out for what he's done. 
The Dolemai was now like the epicentre of a Metallica concert, the walls were literally vibrating as if pounded by mega 

sonics, fine cracks were now becoming larger and sections of the ornate carvings were beginning to break away, icicles cracking 
and toppling over. I kept the phasic shield around Tel-shal-qui's still sleeping body and moved quickly over to Ti-mon. He was 
slowly coming to, his eyes slowly adjusting to the flickering biolum lights above him. 

“Come on Ti-mon, you have to be awake, no time to sit around! We have to get out of here now!”
“What'''ttt.........Where's Mal'dran've?” 
“Gone to be one with your ancestors. You hear all this racket around us? The whole structure going to fall apart! I can't fly 

us out of here; the das't tunnel's too tight for me to manoeuvre and besides your daughter is still asleep. You have to carry her, so 
get up on your feets and move it!”

Ti-mon became more aware of his surroundings and his eyes immediately focused on Tel-shal-qui floating inside my 
phasic shield. He got up, extending one of his hands and pressing it flat against the ancient stone wall to help him while I used my 
left arm to steady him behind his back which was no mean feat as the floor of the chamber was literally rippling beneath us. To my 
horror, other sections of the floor were beginning to fall away revealing more and more of the sleeping chamber below us.

I placed a gravity carpet around the chamber floor to prevent us from falling down into the void which gave Ti-mon 
enough time to cradle his daughter close against his chest after I released the phasic shield. As I headed towards the exit of the 
Dolemai 

I saw the gestation node had fallen onto the floor, perhaps the moment Mal'dran've and the Other had been snatched by 
Areshema's energy curtain. I kicked it across the floor with my right foot and it fell down into one of the gaps to join them. With it 



gone, there was no chance the Other could use it to sleep. I knew it was unlikely the fall, or the EM field or the heat and pressure 
would kill the Other, it would definitely roast Mal'dran've's body and it would have nothing living to bond to. 

Ti-mon followed me closely, holding his daughter as we made our way back up the avenue and the access tunnel towards 
the Vantai's entrance as fast as we could. Along the way I had to brace falling rocks and soil from burying us alive with gravimetric 
bursts or stop us from tripping over trailing cables from the generator. All the time the shaking getting louder and louder. Except it 
wasn't the sound of rocks and the Vantai fracturing it was something new entirely.

“Her fractured consciousness has taken the reigns of her exosuit; she's engaged her suit's power relays. I think she's 
about to make her first waking movements in so many long millennia.” 

Just as well we've made it to the exit point then.
All three of us emerged back into the open air. As soon as we were clear of the entrance I placed Ti-mon, still holding 

tightly onto Tel-shal-qui, in a phasic field and took flight. I wanted to head straight back to the city because I figured Ti-mon's wife 
needed to know that her daughter was safe from the uncle of hell and that with time running out we needed to get the evac 
operation wrapped up. Ti-mon had other ideas.

“Can we watch? Just for a moment. It's not every day you see one of your Gods up close and personal.”  
“I think I've had enough of that kinda stuff already. I never want to share headspace with a Celestial consciousness ever 

again, it's bad enough having an artificial intelligence that thinks it's your kid brother twenty four seven rattling inside my head.  I 
don't know which was worst. “ 

Richie, Areshema dumped her memory trace into my “head”, not yours.
Don't get matter of fact! Not that I....look we'll watch but only for a moment, we're on the clock.”

*****
I decided to land on the other side of the river, ironically and maybe to satisfy some final oath to Ti-mon's friend whose grave was 
close by. Ti-mon and I watched as the energy beam emerging from the top of the mound became wider and wider. Then with a 
sound of thunder the mound split open, soil and rocks erupting upwards in arcs in almost every direction as Xander told me 
Areshama was emerging from the sleep chamber, the electromagnetic alignment shifting. 

The rocks and debris smashed into the walkway connecting the mound to the compound modules which shook on their 
piles. Two immediately sheared off and fell into the archaeological trenches while another which contained Ti-mon's former 
office broke away from the main reception module and fell onto the mud flats at the side of the river tributary. The remaining 
modules despite the localised liquefaction of the land around the now broken mound remained defiant.

Then I saw it; movement in the billowing dust and energy flux from the column of light. Ti-mon saw something too.  
“Can you see it Nova? It's a hand!”
It was a hand. More accurately a gauntlet as Areshema began to appear into the twilight of the planet she had last seen in 

the grip of a long cold winter storm. Another gauntlet appeared and them the top crown of her armoured head, the half circle icon 
on her forehead blazing a bright blue energy that was so similar to my own Nova Force it was quite uncanny.

Her unemotional stylized face appeared next, then her left shoulder. She used the electromagnetic field to elevate the 
rest of her body, riding the thermal energies from the shaft below until she stood proud and tall some one thousand nine hundred 
and sixty feet tall, far shorter than I imagined her to be when compared to the likes of Arishem or others that Thor had told me 
about. The rest of her body became visible from the clouds of dust – her feet hovering above the now shattered Vantai with an ever 
widening gap that reached some fifteen feet till she came to a halt. 

“What is she doing Nova?”
“I don't know. Xander?”
I think I do Rich. There's a tiny residual memory trace left in my buffer, I think it's a meme. I can use the helmet's 

manomic web to project it...Accessing...
In front of me – hovering just over the edge of the bank above the river's edge a figured appeared. It was my Mom; the 

memory template Areshema had used from my memories to create an avatar to communicate with me when I was inside the 
Sphere. Her body was composed of the same Celestial equations I'd seen scribbled on the walls of my home's fake front room. She 
wore one of my Mom's favourite jumpers, a turtleneck, jeans and shoes with flat soles, her partly grey hair cut short. 

I/we thank you Richard Rider for our liberation. Now it is time for us to go, the cycle cannot stop. 
“Surely now that you're back you can stop your body from transmitting the signal to the Preons that Mal'dran've 

activated through the Array and that'll let my A.I's nanos negate them from destroying the sun.” 
Stopping the signal will not halt the process; the nanites will only delay the inevitable. You/we/all must leave 

now. Leave quickly. Leave this planet for the fallen and let me/I/us at least ensure those that deserve the light can 
hear the song one last time. 

Mom's image broke into component equations and faded away. Then silently Areshema began to ascend into the sky and 
as she did her golden armoured form began to change hue blending into the darkened sky till all I could see was an outline. Ti-
mom looked at me. 

“Is it over? Can she help the Oracle?”
“No, she can't. She's going to do something though. We have to go right now back to the city. It's time to leave.” 



I looked around the city and felt a sense of sheer loss in my heart reflecting the shadow creeping over the face of the local star 
overhead, a cancer that would end very soon. Oh, sorry you've heard this already. Let me re-edit my cerebral entry slightly. 

While me and Ti-mon had confronted Mal'dran've and witnessed the revival of one long oversleeping Celestial 
Progenitor, Quill and the rest of the UDI crews had done their very best to carry out the last phases of the evac. Coordinating with 
EmedProCen, the Adora's fleet of forty six shuttles had worked around the clock to ferry the city population to the ship, the 
operation speeded up considerably with the phase stations also online tapping into the power grid. 

About an hour ago, Quill had finally gotten around to sending Archer and Ar-Mann to pick up Alpha Prime Kiv-ch and the 
Senate. I had to make sure they both kept on best behaviour – the brothers weren't known for keeping cool between themselves 
for long periods at the best of times and right now I did not need a diplomatic incident on my hands. 

When I got word the Alpha Prime and Senate delegates were aboard the Adora without any major incidents – although 
one of Kiv-ch's aides was complaining of space sickness and had been taken to the Medico to see Mari I let myself breathe a sigh of 
relief. 

*****
I met up with Ti-mon, his wife and Tel-shal-qui outside on the steps of the MediCEN. Xan-Yalnan's crews were leaving at another 
phase station on the opposite side of the city where they'd looked after the MediCEN's in the east and northern districts. Ti-mon 
and the others from MediCEN Three were the last batch of evacs to use the phasers on the lawn. The little girl was okay; thankfully 
she had no memories of what had happened inside the Vantai or remembering her evil uncle had used her dad's bio-form to take 
her from the hospital. 

I'd also been concerned that the artefact had left some kinda Other ghost trace in her DNA structure; a back-up plan 
considering it had been determined to replicate itself to create more of its particular caste. Xandar had made comparisons to the 
Preon DNA pattern I'd seen while I'd been fighting the Drones and so far any markers that had been transferred into Tel-shal-qui's 
DNA were dormant...but they were there. 

Why I didn't know. Maybe Areshema had done that, or maybe some part of Mal'dran've's own mind, a part of him that 
might have still resisted the Other's taint, one final parting gift to his brother. Really it didn't frelling matter, she was as far as I was 
concerned one tough little cookie. 

“You're all ready to leave?”
Ti-mon nodded but I detected, like I'd noted other Delvedian body language I'd gotten accustomed to seeing as most still 

viewed us as strangers in a strange land, a definite hint of sadness, trepidation and most of fear in his voice. Delvedians weren't 
accustomed to taking steps into the great beyond outside their planet's atmosphere and yet here they were, about to leave a 
planet that had been their home ever since Areshema's arrival all those billions of years ago. 

“I've arranged some quarters on the officer level deck – they're larger than the regular crew compliment cabins – so they 
should suffice until we get to the Keystone Waystation. It'll take two days Pan Galactic standard to get there, about five in 
Delvedian terms. You'll like the Adora, she might be old but she's trustworthy and besides it'll be safer to fly inside her than with 
me; I tend to take the...”

“She's going to fly now.” Tel-shal-qui said happily. “They all are.” 
“Who's gonna fly?” I said.
“The ones that are sick,” Tel-shal-qui said. “She's going to take them home.” 
“Hey look!” Peter shouted. “Just look at that!”
Peter was pointing with his left hand at something just above one of the tall skytowers in the Arcade district. I then saw Ti-

mon pointing but at something in another direction. Other Delvedians who were on their way to the phasers also stopped on the 
lawn and looked up. Then I saw it too.

Appearing in the darkening sky were light trails. They were different colors; red, yellows, blues and greens, the same mix 
of colors you'd see in a rainbow except here they were wafer thin, twisting and criss-crossing each other and yet as they got higher 
and higher into the sky they began to converge. 

Across the way was one of the areas EmedProCen had taped off where those that had died of the rad sickness were laid on 
the ground under tents that had protected them from the rain storm, their bodies covered in those white sheets. 

They were the fallen, the ones that would be left behind who would silently witness on the behalf of the survivors the last 
moments of the great city. At least I assumed they were dead. Because as I watched I saw the first fine tracery of white energy lines 
begin to appear above each body, becoming brighter and they joined together into a larger strand of now yellow blue light 
ribbons which slowly quietly rose into the sky to join the others already there. 

“It's happening inside the MediCEN, all of them,” Peter said. “I just got confirmations from Swad, Kika, and several other 
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UDI teams. Swad thinks he knows what they are. He's seen it before when members of his race die after Absolution. Its residual life 
force, memories...whatever you want to call it.” 

They were islai, the souls of the dead just as I'd read in the Ni-halio...yet where were they....
I unhooked my helmet from my belt and let my DNA transfer to the nano matrix which responded immediately making 

the cloth become hard durable Xandarian quad fibres which could withstand most environments, las beams, telepathic assaults 
and the occasional critique from the rag tag side of the Scape that often tried to give the UDI a bad trip in the Verge mediasphere. I 
put it on my head and Xander activated the HUD.

“Get Ti-mon's family and the rest on their way Peter; I'll meet you back on the Adora.”
“Okay...we're exiting geo-stat orbit in twenty five minutes tops.”

*****

I flew straight up flying parallel with the islai trails. I kept a discreet distance from them because I really didn't know what would 
happen to me if one of them passed through me and I kinda doubted my suit's defences would stop them anyway. 

At the edge of the mesosphere above the auroras I saw the clutch of communication satellites I'd shunted into La-Grange 
Points Two and Three when I'd first arrived. Beyond them in La-Grange Point One I saw God's Eye and just below that I could see 
where the islai were heading to.

Areshema hadn't left the planet. Her body was still in outline form but even though it seems now that it was partly dipped 
into fold-space, I could thanks to Xander's adaptation of the hydrogen filers see her clearly. Her arms were spread wide – each 
hand flat, palm up. Her tilka mark on her forehead was glowing a bright blue still and...yeah I was right, the islai energy lines were 
flowing into her through her hands, through other glowing Celestial hieroglyphs and patterns on her chest, arms and legs, visible 
through the filter but when I dropped it and saw her normally by my own sight I could not see anything. 

Just as Xander had carried the fractured part of her consciousness inside his memory cache so Areshema was using hers to 
contain the souls inside her. She floated above the planet, her body becoming more solid again, wisps of aurora light dancing 
around her like some maddening back-up crew for one of Madonna's teevee shows. I figured she stayed there for another five 
minutes, maybe eight. 

Then she lowered her arms and began to ascend into space proper passing the planet's Karman Line. At one point I 
thought she was going to take out the array, they were so close but there was no collision. She moved away, and Xander projected 
her probable course and destination. She was heading for the Oracle. 

I could have followed her yet deep down I knew it was one last flight that was meant to be done without any unwelcome 
chaperones. She had the memories of the Fallen for company, whether they knew where they were, like the Ascendants did inside 
the Worldmind I didn't really know. I saw her recede into the distance, staying on course with the Oracle that now looked like 
pictures of our Sun I'd seen pinned on Dad's notice board in his study during totality of a full solar eclipse. And guess what. For the 
first time in ages, I really did feel the cold of space around me; it was a sense of loss and also a sense of wonder that would remain 
with me for the rest of my days.  

You there Rich? Rich?
“Yeah...I'm here. Thanks for spoiling the moment Quill.” 
We're done. Last UDI crews are on their way back. I just....are you okay?
“I don't know. I'm on my way back.”
Copy that. You want t..
I switched off the comm; the journey back to the Adora was better done in silence.
 It just felt....right. 
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Epilogue 1 - Kartel Centre, The Boardroom 

The acrid smell of burning flesh was still palatable in the artificial air permeating the chamber like a painful memory. Some of the 
Kartel elders had closed their eyes, silently regretting the solemn oath of allegiance they'd sworn to uphold so long ago to the 
Founder and his dream; a dream Sire Odal was willing to dispense lethal punishment for in order to attain its fulfillment.

Kor's body was still twitching as if nerves and muscles still responded to phantom stimuli from his brain's augmented 
wetware even though his severed head was now a congealing mass of gristle, blood and charred skin scales which lay on the 
conference table, ooze and bile dripping onto the black floor tiles. The headless body was also notably moving, the tail swishing 
back and forth in the partly frigid air, limbs and fingers flexing.

The implants would be salvaged and re-used, such was the nature of Kartel tech; even Kor's mind, a backup automatically 
created upon the moment neurotransmitters stopped firing synapses into a secondary data-cache would be extracted, memory 
tracks transferred into the communal library for future reference. 



The Board members remained seated, in silence thankful that they still were alive, that they still had a future with the 
Kartel, that they still were useful. They looked intently at Sire Odal who stood impassively at the head of the table, his eyes still 
glowing as the last lingering ancient energies became dormant within him once more. 

“We'll reconvene in seven days time. Nominations for a replacement to the Research and Development Logistics Wing 
will be accepted no later than three days before we convene. I thank you for your time. Meeting adjourned.” 

Odal remained standing at the table until after the last Member of the Board had departed, the double doors 
automatically closing with a palatable silence with only his inner thoughts now for company. 

He glanced at the incomplete mosaic running around the chamber; depicting every interstellar war, every action or 
conflict the Kartel had created, aided, influenced or supported. A cascade of cause and effect leading to the Holy Grail that Odal 
himself had been promised back on the Plain of Malcab which lay due east of the metropolis of Kodar on Prosilicus. 

That event had been the first image added to the infinity mosaic so many lifetimes ago. The memory was still fresh in 
Odal's mind's eye. It was there his life's path changed. 

He remembered watching on the bridge of the Observer ship along with Ikor, his son Uatu and members of the High 
Tribunal. All of them had wanted to witness their handiwork of interference, their eyes and massive brains taking in the endless 
vista of utter destruction from the war the Prosili had raged upon each other, an Armageddon which had reduced a once verdant 
paradise into a radioactive hell hanging in space in perpetual orbit around a G-Class star. 

When they left the ship, walking around the ruins of the Capitol, Odal absorbed every detail; every shattered building, 
every street that had once been busy, homes with children and families, now charred husks. The Tribunal had made their decision 
– the race would never again influence or interfere with any other and the architect of their shame, Ikor sentenced to everlasting 
exile, a shame his son Uatu would later endure. It was a betrayal that Odal could not forgive, nor easily accept, a life of stagnation 
without means to use the accumulated knowledge of The One. 

Some months later, Odal left the homeworld without ever glancing back at the shimmering rings surrounding it; his small 
craft landing on the Plain of Malcab, its engines not disturbing any living breathing thing. Odal made his way down the ramp, his 
cloak covering his large bald head, his transparent eyelids protecting his retina and optic cones from dust and left over bio-matter 
which drifted from the remains of the city four hundred klicks away. 

His ship had landed close to a small settlement now also a ghostly reminder of the planet's former occupants on an 
outcrop of rock overlooking mountains beyond.

 As he walked through the blackened ruins Odal remembered seeing burn marks with vague humanoid outlines on the 
walls, arms stretched out, bodies contorted as living creatures, both animal and Procilian alike, perished in atomic fire from the 
bomb the Eastern Power State had dropped to destroy Kodar. A retaliation seconds after the Western Power State had delivered 
its own bomb to destroy the other, two massive mushroom clouds climbing over the landscape heralding the end of their races' 
timeline since the seeds of their beginnings had been sown by the Celestials after the end of the Dark Age.  

Ikor had predicted that despite the two primary Power States advancing their technology with subtle assistance from 
whom they called the Observers, the chances of both Power States ever committing to nuclear war would never negate the 
stability–instability paradox. Any differences, be it territorial disputes for example, would be settled through negotiations or 
using weapons without loss of life on any excessive scale such as simple guns that fired bullets or lasers. 

The idea of even committing to using weapons of mass destruction was so horrific Ikor concluded that no sentient race 
would ever conceive undoing the Design of the Celestials. And yet the Procili had done exactly that. 

They had realized that out there, beyond the Veil, other more ancient entities lay; powers so great that Odal knew he had 
to glimpse them and it had been those entities that had whispered to the Procili that drove them to the brink of annihilation. 

Odal closed his eyes pushing the memory aside. He placed his left palm on the wall, just below the edge of the mosaic 
where it seemed to vanish into nothingness behind the chair at the head of the table. The light door opened and Odal passed 
through, his body and mind instantly transported ninety three point eight billion light years away from the Kartel Centre to a small 
moonlet orbiting a gas giant partly obscuring the triple binary local stars one hundred and fifty AU distant. 

Purple skies greeted Odal's eyes as he walked into the main room of his private domicile; a house of glass and impossible 
geometry perched on an edge of a cliff face overlooking a vast sea of mercury. The light door closed behind Odal, his senses 
smelling the hint of Jaltha blossoms burning in an ornate incense lamp close by. 

Unlike the sterility of the conference room, Odal's home was a museum of curios, echoing the theme of the mosaic. 
Paintings, statues and memoria stood everywhere, or presented on pedestals or placed within glass display cabinets with vaguely 
Terran attributes, suits of armor from long forgotten wars, weapons of antiquity from primitive bows and arrows used by the 
nomadic Kree tribes in the days when they killed each other for food and water long before they developed a taste for Skrull 
blood, to tesseract quad bombs which could destroy entire planets more cleanly than the nuclear bombs the Procili had used. 

Yet in turn still primitive to the capability of the Sphere, methodology Kor had harnessed if not perfected. If only he had 
not glimpsed the truth Areshema had accidently given him through his sensory web while Nova was in communication with her 
degrading higher functions, Kor would have lived, that and the failure to anticipate the intervention of a rogue Chaos agent, a 
piece of the game that needed verification. 

Odal walked across the room, his skin not feeling the warmth from the open fire burning brightly in the hearth at the far 
end of the room. He opened the glass door to the balcony overlooking the sea with a wave of his TK hand. Behind him, Odal 
became aware he was not alone. His servant, Jal was approaching from the kitchen holding a solitary glass of Tarkel wine. 



“How goes the day?” 
Odal took the glass of wine and held it. 
“One step nearer, yet so long a way to go; I will not be dining tonight.”  
“As you wish, Master. Good night.” 
Alone again with only the sound of the waves crashing on the rocks far below, Odal held the half empty glass and glanced 

at the Infinity Bloom in his lapel, the impossible flower, the only remaining living thing that had once existed on Procilicus. 
It had been the affirmation of his new path, the flower somehow surviving in an endless vista of death, partly protected by 

fallen masonry on the steps of a building that Odal surmised had once been some important edifice of religious significance. He'd 
knelt on the step, using his hands to carefully remove fragmented plaskreel from around it. He had been drawn to the flower by 
some unidentifiable instinct, pulled, prompted, a power so great that he had felt it back in his chambers on homeworld.

 He knew it was a sign…
“So there are Caretakers surviving after all. For once Cann wasn't deceiving me.” The voice was emotionless, 

mechanical, perfectly modulated. Odal glanced and saw the holographic visage of Sun Prime barely two meters behind him; a 
shell of Molbidium composite with an ionic reactor for a heart pumping life sustaining blood keeping alive a donor brain for an 
intelligence that had always wanted to cheat death. 

“I take it you're on a secure line and that the Rubicon are not aware of us having yet another brief conversation behind 
their collective backs.” Odal took another sip of his wine. He could taste the fragments of cork in the bottom. 

“Tapping into the differential flow has its advantages as long as the loop remains intact. “
“Are yes the dual pre-destination paradox that links your life to his, his actions making sure you were created in the first 

place, and in turn making sure he met his own nirvana to ensure his place in the scheme of things that my former colleagues 
predicted so long ago; the coming of the Merger and the return of those the Celestials condemned to exile.” 

“I take it Delvedia has just been destroyed?” 
“Will be; the star has yet to sing its last song but rest assured its death will ensure the rogue Caretaker has been 

eliminated. I never liked those that are willing to place their own agendas above my own. I'm certain Xaszathgor will be positively 
glad that Maldran've will never be resurrected any time soon but we have others to cater for. As for Annihilus' Fall, I find him deeply 
fascinating, so many internal conflicts in one so young yet he hides them so eloquently. ”

“I remain certain that he will see the path and realize the one he has followed for the Ascendants has been foolish, 
that there is only one true path, the one his brother already accepts.” 

“If only I could believe that; I may have renounced that cardinal vow but I still can watch. You know that temporal loop you 
rely on so keenly has fracture points – you seem to forget that.”

“Is that a threat?” 
Odal took another sip from his glass and walked straight through Prime's image, flickering for a second between beats 

between eternity and entropy. Sun turned and watched Odal place the glass down on a table. 
“Merely a warning that our relationship, any relationship can be fleeting. Now speaking of time I believe you have another 

conference with Cann to continue assuring him that you remain on a mutually beneficial level with one another. He knows you're 
lying. He knows history has a habit of repeating itself yet as we near the fringes of the Merger anything might happen. You know 
that is why my mosaic will never have a true perfect ending.”

“I will never end. That is the wisdom the Eternal Path promises for all believers. It is always a matter of perspective.”
“Cause and effect.” 
“Indeed.”
A shadow was now perceptible creeping across the face of the sea outside the windows Odal saw, soon after Prime had 

vanished back into the time flow to his “present” some seven months into the future; a fleeting miniscule moment for one such as 
Sire Odal. The moonlet had passed into the gas giant's terminator hiding the light of the triple stars beyond; night was falling. 

Odal sat down on a chair close to the fire, not that he needed their warmth. The flames, like the objects of war around him 
reminded him of his purpose and his existence. Something else caught Odal's gaze, something else on the floor by his feet. 

It was small, fragile and red. He extended his left hand and used his long thin fingers to pick it up. He looked at it and felt 
something stir within him that till today Sire Odal had not experienced for such a long time, a flicker of mortality.  

It was a petal.  



I'd kept an eye on my HUD's internal clock while the crew had prepared the Adora's immediate departure from orbit; Xander 

keeping a close watch on the Oracle using God's Eye. By now the Preon cancer shadow had enveloped the entire face of the 
photosphere. Xander was also tracking Areshema; she'd had passed the orbit of the innermost planet where I'd battled Stallone, 
her energy signature still radiant, a shining beacon defying the evil influence consuming the star. She didn't decelerate according 
to my A.I, just allowed she to dive straight down into the turbulence of the coronal storms just as I'd done. Her trace vanished as 
she and the souls she carried within her decaying mainframe ventured deep inside the star towards the core, towards mutual 
annihilation. 

With everyone accounted for, the Adora broke orbit making a fold space jump away from the planet now ablaze with 
dancing auroras right across its face. I'd asked Peter to order Captain Amelli to take the ship to a safe distance because I figured I 
owed the Delvedians the chance to witness the end of the Oracle and the planet that they so beloved, that was before the Kartel 
and the Other had started their infernal games.

As it was, many Delvedians chose not to watch; remaining either within the tesseracts or for those that were temporarily 
housed in the cargo bays keeping silent vigil with their families or friends. Alpha Prime Kiv-ch and the remaining members of the 
Reformist governing body who'd I'd arranged private quarters for, chose to watch from behind closed doors. I figured they didn't 
want to show their emotional state in public, determined to keep things solemn and dignified right till the last chapter was 
written.  

The Adora came out of fold space some Two hundred and fifty thousand AU from the Oracle just beyond the edge of the 
heliopause, the only thing that gave her company was a sea of icy rocks and debris left over from the solar system's creation. I left 
Peter on the bridge and used the nearest elevator to take me down to the cafeteria. Normally it would be one of the crew's chow 
times – today all the tables were occupied by Delvedian families keeping our resident chef, Hash Hound and his team of junior 
chefs occupied providing simple meals, entirely vegetarian to feed them. Other survivors were offered artificial protein meals, 
any animal trace extracts edited out. 

At one of the tables I found Ti-mon, Vel'thli, Tel-shal-qui and Xan-Yalnan. Tel-shal-qui was slurping an ice-cream made 
from gagel roots Hash had whipped up especially for her. They saw me coming over. Because our chairs couldn't accommodate 
their additional legs without causing discomfort they were standing; well, except Tel-shal-qui who was sitting on the edge of the 
table, her legs dangling over its edge, swing them back and forth 

“Can I have a lick of your ice cream Tel-shal-qui?” I asked? 
“You won't like the taste, its bitter!” she said, her mouth half full. “Besides, it'll all mine; your funny looking cook said so – 

just as you look really funny with all that brown fur on top of your head!” 
“You're right. I better not upset Hash!”
Ti-mon was looking at me, till now he'd seen me most times wearing my helmet and union suit, it was the first time in days 

I'd allowed my suit to morph into my UDI civilian uniform, t-shirt with the UDI logo on the right short sleeve, matching trousers 
and dark boots. They seem fascinated that my two eyes had no second lenses. My skin too was fascinating, compared to the hard 
interlocking ridges and plates the Delvedians had.  

“If you've finished your meals, and yes you can bring your ice cream with you Tel-shal-qui, I don't mind, it's nearly time. 
There's a place you can watch if you follow me.” 

Ti-mon had told me back on Delvedia that they wanted to see the Oracle one last time, to see if Areshema had kept her 
promise. So I agreed to take them to a particular part of the Adora where they could do just that. 

Ti-mon picked up his daughter and put her down on the floor. She extended one of her right hands and Vel'thli held it 
gently.  

“Are you coming to Xan-Yalnan?” Ti-mon asked. 
 “You go without me; I want to spend the last few moments with my crews in Cargo Bay Fifteen. Ban-Tahn's with them.”
 I respected his wish. 

*****
The family followed me back to the nearest elevator. We took it down to level one four five, amidships. The double doors opened 
and we all walked down a short corridor lit by light tubes which shone a subdued pale yellow light to allow the Delvedians to get 
accustomed to the large chamber I was leading them to. The corridor widened and I saw Tel-shal-qui's three eyes widen in awe. 
She dropped her ice-cream onto the floor, not missing it for a moment. 

We entered the Adora's primary observation chamber situated on the underside of the two kilometre long ship. Not that 
they could see that as effectively the underside was now the roof. The floor became a gangway with two meter high rails with a 
secondary rail half a meter from floor height. At the far end of the gangway was a circular platform.  

“Don't be alarmed” I said reassuringly. “You're not going to drift into outer space though you might notice a slight change 
in gravity. If you feel sick or anything just let me know, I can adjust the gravity myself or we can head back to the galleries.”

“What is this, it's....”
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“Beautiful, like the parks.” Tel-shal-qui said. She let go of her mother's hand, holding the left secondary rail as we walked 
to the platform.

“This is the POC, though I like to call it the “Bubble”. That's not glass by the way; it's a phasic force field that keeps the 
atmosphere in. Means we don't get any distortions when we use this to keep an eye on things as and when we need to. You'll get a 
good view from here. You sure you still want to watch this? I mean I...” 

“I promised.” Ti-mon said. “As a historian I might as well make it my duty to see the last moments. If Fer-hel'ti was still with 
us he would have wanted to watch this, probably to prove his point that leaving the old ways for the new the Reformists promised 
would have always ended in disaster. I owe it to his memory, to his isali wherever it happens to be. And I owe it to my Daughter. I 
want her to read my journal, I plan to write one – so when she is older and able to fully understand, to let our future generations 
know what we lost.”  

We'd reached the platform; the field was less than two meters distant from this curve of the Bubble. I pointed and a 
holographic screen which Xander operated showed the position of the Oracle, now barely visible against the darkness of space. 
Delvedia could not be seen at all but the Inkblot was visible. I'd decided that after we'd left, I'd recommend to the Verge Security 
Council to quarantine the region. It would, just like the remains of Orienta Shard, become a memorial and a message to what had 
happened here. 

At precisely three four and six pan galactic time, Xandar informed me the star was about to go supernova. We had thirty 
second to wait. I told Ti-mon. He held his wife and daughter close to him. 

Just before the star exploded, I walked away quietly leaving Ti-mon's family to watch. I hoped that in the heart of the 
explosion Areshema found peace along with the rest of the Delvedian souls – that it would destroy the Preon ring once and for all. 

The song itself would never end I realised, just as I remembered when me and Rob were back in our garden all those years 
ago looking at the image of our own sun cast onto a piece of flimsy card held by Dad thanks to his old battered telescope. The light 
from the supernova would be seen by other worlds – beyond the Verges, beyond the Local Group – where new races and critters 
would one day glance up and see a new point of light in their skies and wonder and make up stories to tell their children and 
children's children...and so on and so on.  

It was a life changing moment they deserved to see alone, the family here and other Delvedians who had decided to 
watch the flare from other observations portals on the starboard side – from the cafeteria down to the cargo bays where I 
imagined Xan-Yalnan and those that remained from his bucket crews stood in silence; to the officials and members of the senate 
with Alpha Prime Kiv-ch who I darn well hoped were shedding a tear or several. 

In the end I'd chosen not to watch either. I still see to this day memories of other fallen souls, images that I wish would fade 
from my mind but as long as I held the responsibility – the power of the Nova Force, the legacy that Arthian Dian had began 
decades before the Xandarians had launched those probes into the Inkblot, I would always remain vigilant and ready. 

One day I would find out why the Xandarians had taken Preons from the Inkblot. 
One day I would confront the Kartel and know what they really were. 
One day. That was my promise and I intended to keep it. 

Cerebral Log - END
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Quicker than smoke through a keyhole, Jakar (possessed by a multiversal “irregularity” of unknown 
energies) unleashes an incredible bolt of pure cosmic might at the Adora. Her shields hold and, as Xander 
struggles to stay online, the Wonder Worlock teleports Nova and himself to the rear of the entity while he 
bolsters the defenses of the Adora with a powerful Shield of Synaster.

The Dark Mage surprises Jakar by surrounding him with the unbreakable Rings of Randak, as Nova 
pummels the confused energy-wielder with gravimetric bursts powerful enough to fell Galactus! 

Jakar attempts to unleash his own clumsily-cast cosmic beam at Richard, but he absorbs and returns 
that energy to Jakar.

Zootalaris! the wondrous wizard psi-speaks to Rider. Your control of this universe's variation of the Nova 
Force is awe-inspiring. 

Back atcha! Nova teeps mentally.
Jakar attempts to free himself from imprisonment within Randak's Ruby Rings, still reeling from the 

Nova Force. Righting himself in the void of Verges space, the Wonder Worlock unleashes the Winds of a 
Thousand Worlds which knock the energy-thrall Jakar off-balance as Nova packs his all into one powerful 
punch, penetrating the giant's shields and sending him tumbling through the ebony ether.

As he frees himself from the fading esoteric rings, Jakar observes Nova creating a portal through which 
he and the Wonder Worlock suddenly vanish. Disregarding the Adora and its weaponry, Jakar follows the two 
heroes …

Just as they had intended.

In the soggy swamp waters of a black bayou lopes the mindless Man-Thing. It is a calm day here in the muck 

monster's particular realm and, for once in its life, the beast seems at peace with itself.
Its usual daily fare is facing demons, ghosts and time-traveling warriors, while similarly encountering 

rapacious land developers, fascist vigilantes and common criminals.
Yet all is now calm. Even the croaking of the frogs is hushed. 
Suddenly, a blaring of emotions bombards the Man-Thing. There are humans in the swamp again! No, 

meta-humans, those who always force the macabre monster to do their bidding, against any will it may yet 
have. Although it does not get angry, the Man-Thing shambles toward the spot where it feels the sensation of 
emotions. There are two beings, one seems oddly alien. It can sense them. They are near the cause of its only 
responsibility, for the Man-Thing is guardian of… the Nexus of All Realities!

*****

Meanwhile, in another area of the swamp and beneath the invisible sheath of a conjurer's cone, Xander lays 

out for Nova and the Wonder Worlock the specifics of their situation: 
“The Nexus of All Realities is a cross-dimensional gateway which provides a pathway to any and all 

possible realities, includes realities between realities,” Xander reports. “It is unknown whether it was created by 
some being or just if it's the one place in the entire multiverse where all realities naturally intersect. On many 
Earths, it is located in the Florida Everglades. On THIS Earth, it is guarded by a being commonly called 'Man-
Thing'.”

Xander continues: “The Man-Thing is a former scientist, Dr. Theodore Sallis, who was transformed into a 
creature composed of vegetable matter through the synergistic interaction of mystical energy and chemical 
mutagens. The creature now lacks a normal human intellect and has shed any desire to communicate with 

Universe 976, the Andromeda Galaxy. 
The Adora, mobile basequarters for the United Defense Initiative.

he colossal celestial being called Jakar looms large before the forces of the UDI. Shields surrounding 
his enormous physique, he says nothing but his face seems to suddenly sense an anomaly nearby (that Tbeing, of course, the sorcerer and longtime wanderer of the omniverse, the Wonder Worlock). 

Earth 976. The Florida Everglades.



human society. Although it is often described as a nearly mindless mass of slime with no particular affinity to any 
living thing, its actions are more akin to an autistic and mute human. It is able to sense human emotions, and is 
enraged by fear and automatically secretes a strong chemical corrosive; anyone feeling fear and clutched by the 
Man-Thing is prone to be burned, either chemically or mystically …”

“Speak of the devil, X-box!” Richard Rider exclaims, the Dark Mage shocked the eldrich cone has not 
halted the muck beast as it lumbers onto the scene.

Unbelievably, despite warnings from Xander, Richard puts out his hand to the muck monster. 
“Friends? Cooperate?” Nova says as the Man-Thing grasps the arm with its own. The Wonder Worlock 

has a hex on the tip of his right hand.
Since Nova feels no pain, it is assumed the Man-Thing agrees. 
The Wonder Worlock emulates his ally, offering the Man-Thing his hand in alliance. Although it senses 

the quantum magicks and cosmic energy in this one and has been abused and betrayed by such beings since 
his creation, the Man-Thing somehow feels it can trust this ebony-garbed sorcerer. The swamp thing grasps 
the cosmic conjurer's hand with his weedy limb; there is no fire.

“Zootalaris,” the Dark Mage says under his breath.
Both Nova and the Wonder Worlock attempt to probe the creature to no avail, but they sense the Man-

Thing is part of the key to unlocking this multiversal mystery.
As if on cue, Jakar arrives in Florida!
The Human Rocket is on the alien being, now human-sized, hot and heavy, unleashing wave after wave 

of quantum energies. But the possessed Jakar, having learned his lesson, attacks Nova indirectly, making sure 
the energies he expends do not return to his already-injured frame.

“Comes your downfall!” the Son of Survok yells.
Blue Blades of Bedevilment pelt Jakar from the Wonder Worlock's hands, as the foe is enwrapped in the 

numbing Net of Niflheim. The dynamic duo holds off on their more powerful attacks because of the fragile 
nature of the Everglades and their host.

While the battle rages, the muck monster stands like a statue, observing but   showing little signs of 
sentience. Snakes and a lizard crawl on and off the Man-Thing as it stares at the illuminated bout in progress.

The wizard tries a mental attack on Jakar as Nova keeps him distracted. But with seeming invigoration, 
Jakar, glowing with golden energies, captures the cop and the conjurer in stasis-like fields and holds them. 
Fast!

“By the Thermal Rings of Threlkel! I have never encountered power of this nature before,” the shaman 
says.

“Now, the Nexus!” the all-but-silent Jakar cackles. Or is it Jakar at all?
The Man-Thing then steps forward, walking almost without purpose towards Jakar. One cosmic blast 

from the alien goes around the muck monster, with a following concussive burst actually going through its 
anatomy.

Jakar's forehead begins to sweat as the Man-Thing approaches, the captive Nova and Wonder Worlock 
watching on. It is the sweat of fear, and -- whatever knows fear burns at the touch of the Man-Thing! 

“ARRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRGGGGGHHHHH!!!!!”
Jakar's screams cause flocks of ospreys and egrets to take flight. And as he shouts, a golden tentacle of 

“irregular energy” snakes its way out of Jakar and disappears into the Nexus. In but seconds, there is nothing 
but a smoldering splotch on the swamp terrain, over which stands the freed Nova and his mystic ally … and 
the Man-Thing.

“We must follow the yellow viper into the heart of the Nexus,” the Wonder Worlock says, mere seconds 
before it is discovered neither his teleportation powers nor Nova's ability to open apertures seem to be 
working. The Man-Thing motions and the odd trio are literally gobbled up by the oozing floor of Florida's 
Everglades and …
The Hub of All Realities.

… And find themselves on a floating island in a wondrous world they never made. 
Both Nova (again without benefit of Xander) and the Wonder Worlock must acclimatise themselves to 



this weird world, the Dark Mage having less difficulty than the UDI leader.
The Wonder Worlock casts a hex which helps Richard to better access the Nova Force while in this realm the 
necromancer identifies as the “Hub of All Realities.” 

Around the circular island floating in a cosmic sea of space, much like Asgard itself, are sinister shapes 
and shadows, a kaleidoscope of chaos and confusion, golden tethers coming from the bottomless landmass 
resembling nothing so much as a spider's web. 

Nova is able to perceive these are all separate realities of the multiverse, linearly threaded onto what 
the mage calls the Alternate Universes Queue. An encroaching darkness is taking over part of the massive 
web. In some places, weblines have been cut from the Hub entirely. 

“Richard, these are realities seeking new homes,” the Wonder Worlock says, “the irregular energy, the 
'golden viper' that merged with Jakar  … and, in my universe, Thaumaturge.”

Ignored until now, the Man-Thing lifts its heavy, smelly arm and points to a tiny yellow glimmer in the 
encroaching darkness. 

“That is where we must go,” Nova says, blasting off alongside the Wonder Worlock with Man-Thing in 
Richard's tractor beam.

Entering the shining node amid the darkness proves difficult, with the mage using the collective might 
of his magicks and Eternal energies until near-exhaustion. It is not a sensation with which he is familiar.

Then, feeling prepared, it is Richard Rider of Earth 976, in one huge release of the Nova Force, that 
creates a “bridge,” for want of a better term, allowing the trio entry. And there they find their true foe, the one 
predicted by a dying Collector.

Sitting on his demonic black horned horse, the being simply oozes evil, to the point the Wonder 
Worlock must raise his strongest psionic shields. The villain appears as a chalk-white man with wild green hair, 
a green bodysuit and a ragged cape. 

It is not Thanos. It is not Korvac. It is not Galactus or Dormammu or the Sphinx. 
No, this is … Nightmare!
“Welcome, visitors of the physical plane,” Nightmare cackles. “It seems wehave three, maybe more 

realities represented here. A Congress, almost. By the Sun's Shadow, ebon one, you have the stink of alien 
worlds about you to high heavens! How long have you been traveling the omniverse?!”

Before the Dark Mage can respond, Nova launches himself at the Dream Lord but to no avail as a wave 
of Nightmare's hand sends the Human Rocket reeling. To his back, the Wonder Worlock quickly imprisons the 
entity in the Blue Bands of Bedevilment but Nightmare tears them asunder as he does the Net of Niflheim – 
although the dark horse, Dreamstalker, is pinned in the Net.

Alone and forgotten (again), the Man-Thing is suddenly attracted to a new emotion: the peacefulness 
of slumber.

Seemingly on its own, the slime creature slowly guides itself throughout the node to its center where it 
finds Nightmare's secret captive. It discovers the sleeping form of the Living Tribunal, a virtually omnipotent 
entity that oversees and maintains balance in the realities of the multiverse.

TheMan-Thing softly glides toward the slumbering Tribunal, approaching its three faces in kind, faces 
representing equity, vengeance and necessity, respectively. None react to the touch of the Man-Thing; they 
continue in sleep, giving Nightmare his newfound strength. It is then the muck monster approaches the 
fourth side of the Living Tribunal's head, which is a void. He sticks his muddy hand into that void and – all hell 
breaks loose!! The island of the Hub quakes violently as the Tribunal awakens, his normal reserve no where to 
be seen.

“Nightmare 1072!” the Living Tribunal's three mouths scream in unison.
The cosmic awareness of the Dark Mage flares like a thousand suns, striking him down as if a migraine. 

At the same time, Nightmare screeches and rides his freed mount off toward the center of the node. Nova 
detects the golden glow and, with an ailing sorcerer in tow, heads for the floating Man-Thing. Both the 
Wonder Worlock and Richard Rider are well aware of the Tribunal's existence and omniversal mission. They 
remain as silent as their Everglades ally. 

“Nightmare 1072!” the Living Tribunal says. “You have caused a rift in the Scheme of Things – almost de-



threading the Alternate Universes Queue -- by interrupting and advantaging my Nap of Null. For your mistake, 
and for your invasion of the Nexus, your universe must suffer!”

Realizing the cosmic arbiter's intent and the incalculable lives to be lost in the balance – and even as his 
allies fold in silence – Nova begins to utter an impassioned plea to the Tribunal.

Too late.
With a quick swipe of his hand, the Living Tribunal reaches out and tears a golden tread from the Hub of 

All Realities – Reality 1072 – along with dangling strands which are its divergent universes and dimensions. He 
then casts them into a golden fire in the node.
When the last wisp of the smoke is gone, so too has vanished the Tribunal. His sleep is over, his judgment 
rendered and final.

As Nightmare 1072 shrivels and evaporates in a greenish fog, the Wonder Worlock's head glows with 
the golden energy of the departed Living Tribunal. Imperceptibly, the galactic guardian surrounds the trio in a 
conjurer's cone and they are back at …  

“So that's it then?” Nova questions. “Countless lives, innumerable worlds, solar systems destroyed 

because of the selfish act of one extradimensional dream-stealer?”
“Richard, the Tribunal's responsibility extends far beyond any one universe,” the Wonder Worlock says. 

“He is the supreme judiciary for the entire continuum of universes – the omniverse itself. 
“The Nexus of Realities is whole again, the multiverse – all alternate universes  -- are safe.”
As Nova sighs, Xander blares to life in his head with all kinds of chatter, of dangers looming amid the 

spaceways. Richard Rider and the Dark Mage shake hands as purple smoke and the smell of brimstone signal 
the wizard's return to, if not his native universe, the one he now calls home. Queen Arema is awaiting his 
arrival even now.

After the Wonder Worlock's departure, Nova approaches the statue-like Man-Thing, reaches out his 
gloved right hand to which the muck monster again responds. No fire -- but no feelings.

“Richard, you might want to know that …” Xander begins.
“Not now, X-Box.”
Nova, with diverse images of his own Earth life dancing in his head for a long moment, looks around the 

Florida landscape but once and then blasts off for the Adora.
The Man-Thing does not express this, but it seems content. Peace has returned to the swamp. And the 

omniverse.

Wonder Worlock along with Denarian return in THE GREEN MENACE 

FINIS

Earth 976. Sunny Florida.
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